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Good afternoon.  Thank you, Chairman Hill, Rankling Member Lynch and members of the
committee for inviting me to testify today about the critical need for new rules for crypto.

My name is Paul Grewal and I am the Chief Legal Officer at Coinbase. I joined Coinbase in
August 2020 following four years as the Vice President and Deputy General Counsel at
Facebook, Inc.  Prior to Facebook, I served for six years as a U.S. Magistrate Judge for the U.S.
District Court of the Northern District of California, a partner at Howrey LLP, and a Judicial Law
Clerk for the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit and the U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of Ohio. I joined Coinbase because throughout my career I've seen what sound
law and policy can do to allow technology to improve real people's lives. At Coinbase that is my
core responsibility.

Today I would like to leave you with three key thoughts:

First, the time to act to fix our financial system is now.  80% of Americans believe the financial
system is unfair and 67% believe it needs a serious upgrade.  Crypto – and the blockchain
technology on which it’s built – is part of the solution. This is increasingly evident in places like
Ukraine where crypto solves challenges like monetary stability and secure access to services
and money. Crypto is a fair, accessible, efficient and transparent system that leverages digital
assets built on blockchain technology to securely transfer value or ownership.

Second, blockchain technology is transformational, but we are at risk of pushing the benefits
and the control of that transformation overseas if we fail to adopt clear rules and regulations.
The rest of the world is not waiting for us, and they will benefit from our absence. Europe, the
UK, Australia, and Singapore – just to name a few – are putting in place regulatory frameworks
that are creating high standards for crypto. It is truly a race to the top, and the U.S. is already
behind. That is bad for our economic future and our national security.

Third, we need a regulatory framework that embraces the benefits of crypto, while also
protecting consumers. Crypto is a technology that makes the existing financial system work
better. But the benefits, such as enabling faster and cheaper payments or settling in real-time,
require laws and rules that reflect a new way of thinking and an eye toward progress. We need
policymakers to work together to develop a comprehensive framework that provides pathways
for customers to access both digital asset commodities and digital asset securities in the U.S.

Why do we need new rules for crypto?
The U.S. is at a once-in-a-generation inflection point: we have the opportunity to be the leader in
the digital currency space by leveraging the promise of crypto and the blockchain technology
that underpins it to modernize our financial system, enable efficiency and accessibility, ensure
consumer security and protection, and solidify our position as a geopolitical powerhouse. This
opportunity comes as American consumers are calling for an updated financial system.
According to new research from Morning Consult, 80% of Americans think the current financial
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system is unfair and 67% believe it needs a major upgrade or a complete overhaul.1 But if we
fail to heed this call and embrace our leadership role on crypto now, we will concede more than
a promising industry – we will risk surrendering the economic and geopolitical leadership we
have worked hard for over the last century.

Global superpowers like the U.K., Japan, China, and the EU have taken significant steps to
embrace digital currencies through adoption or regulatory progress. The EU, for example, is
working to implement Market in Crypto-Assets (“MiCA”) legislation, which created a
comprehensive regulatory framework intended to close the gaps in existing financial services
legislation and establish a harmonized set of rules designed for crypto assets, companies, and
services. China launched a digital yuan and is piloting services and systems to advance digital
currency adoption across the country. Instead of keeping pace and developing our own
transparent regulatory framework in the U.S., we are falling behind. While our global economic
dominance is being challenged by these competitors, U.S. regulators have taken sporadic and
ambiguous enforcement actions based on decades-old rules designed for a system that looks
more and more like the past.

Three in four Americans who own crypto agree that cryptocurrency and blockchain represent
the future of finance, but we are losing the race to build the kind of structures and support that
fosters innovation here at home. You do not need to look far to see the risk of sending
innovation offshore. While we once dominated the semiconductor industry, the shifts that
pushed development offshore in the 1980s and 1990s still haunt us today. For the past few
years, chip shortages have negatively impacted industries across our economy. We should keep
these lessons in mind as we consider the modern rules and regulations that will define
breakthrough technologies like crypto and the blockchain, and we should ensure the power to
shape them stays here in America.

By embracing crypto we can respond to calls from everyday Americans for an updated financial
system and solidify the U.S. as the incumbent leading global economic and political powerhouse
of this century. In a digital-first future economy, we can imagine a world in which stablecoins are
predominantly minted and issued dominated by the U.S. dollar, thereby ensuring the continued
leadership of the U.S. dollar as the world’s reserve currency and serving as the gold standard
for international currency transfers, remittances, and exchanges, and expanding financial
access to millions of unbanked and underbanked people around the world. Already, crypto and
the blockchain have exemplified the potential dominance of a U.S. digital currency in Ukraine,
where the United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) used USDC, a U.S. dollar-backed
stablecoin, to get financial aid efficiently and directly into the hands of those impacted by the
regional conflict.

This is a critical moment for our country. We have the opportunity to lead from the front on digital
currencies and reap the geopolitical and economic benefits that position provides. Or, we can

1 Morning Consult. Crypto Currency Perception Study. 24 Feb 2023.
https://assets.ctfassets.net/c5bd0wqjc7v0/WvuOkBwNXZsqhd6EWtkEL/7f94f8b6fbb222f3faf4d0346e473
012/Morning_Consult_Cryptocurrency_Perception_Study_Feb2023_Memo__1_.pdf
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concede our leadership role to adversaries who are eager to take the reins as this century’s
global heavyweight. If we choose the latter, we will take a step back from the geopolitical playing
field, limit our influence and submit to the rules, regulations, and innovations of foreign players,
all to the detriment of American consumers.

How does Coinbase keep customers and the wider
cryptoeconomy safe?
Coinbase was founded in 2012 with a mission to increase economic freedom in the world, and
be the world’s most trusted, secure, and compliant onramp to the cryptoeconomy. Our products
enable tens of millions of consumers, institutions, and developers around the world to discover,
transact, and engage with crypto assets and web3 applications. We enable our customers to
trade and custody assets, but we list assets only after they have been through a rigorous legal,
compliance, and information security review.

Over our ten year history we have built the necessary infrastructure for a reliable and efficient
digital asset ecosystem. Today we have a durable business model that prioritizes prudent risk
management and emphasizes transparency with customers, market participants, and
government authorities, all to help encourage the cryptoeconomy’s development. That
transparency is punctuated by our decision to make Coinbase a publicly traded company, which
offers among the strongest investor – and ultimately consumer – protections any market
participant can provide given the long and rich history of public market regulation in the U.S.
We believe the transparency required as a public company, which includes disclosures of
audited financial statements that detail audit and disclosures of customer assets safeguarded
on our platform, business operations, and risk factors, makes us distinct in the cryptoeconomy.

Coinbase has always strived to be the most trusted, safe, and compliant crypto platform, which
means putting consumers first and working hard to protect them. As a result, we have embraced
regulation for ourselves for over a decade, worked constructively with regulators and our own
industry to develop comprehensive pro-consumer regulatory frameworks here and overseas,
and developed robust operating controls and risk management practices that protect consumers
and the crypto ecosystem as a whole. Some of these controls have been implemented through
our work with regulators like the New York Department of Financial Services (‘NYDFS”), whose
supervisory oversight through its BitLicense and trust charter helped to prevent the transmission
of risks from the events of 2022 to companies within its regulatory purview. This illustrates the
importance of having a regulatory regime tailored to crypto specific risks and characteristics,
while also demonstrating to Federal regulators that such a regime is possible to implement.

A little about how we think about protecting customer assets: we hold our customer assets 1:1
at all times, which means we do not lend or rehypothecate customer assets without their
consent, and we do not engage in fractional reserve banking with respect to customer assets.
We deposit, transfer, and custody customer cash and crypto assets in multiple jurisdictions and
with multiple institutions. In each instance, we are required to safeguard customers’ assets
using bank-level security standards applicable to our hot and cold wallet and storage systems,
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as well as our financial management systems related to such custodial functions. Our security
technology is designed to prevent, detect, and mitigate inappropriate access to our systems by
internal or external threats. We believe we have developed and maintained administrative,
technical, and physical safeguards designed to comply with applicable legal requirements and
industry standards.

At all times, we appropriately ledger, properly segregate, and maintain separate accounts for
our corporate crypto assets and customers’ crypto assets. Coinbase Custody Trust Company,
LLC provides cold storage custody services with crypto assets held separately in dedicated
addresses and ledgered using a proprietary combination of hardware security modules.
Coinbase, Inc. provides crypto trading services with crypto assets held in an omnibus manner
on the blockchain and separated using a ledger system. As a U.S. public company, these
practices are subject to annual audits and quarterly reviews, which, among other things, require
that our independent registered public accounting firm reviews and audits our crypto reserves,
internal controls and reconciliation processes.

Importantly, we have structured our platform so that our customer assets are protected. Our
various user, custody and client agreements clarify the applicability of Uniform Commercial
Code (“UCC”) Article 8 to custodied crypto assets. UCC Article 8 provides that financial assets
held by Coinbase are not property of Coinbase and not subject to claims of our general
creditors. If anything ever happens to Coinbase, our customers will not be standing in line, as
we’ve sadly seen happen to other companies’ customers over the past year.

In addition to safeguarding customer assets on the platform, Coinbase is committed to the
prevention and detection of illicit activity and keeping Coinbase customers and the U.S. financial
system safe from bad actors. We have implemented a comprehensive Financial Crimes
Compliance program that adheres to U.S. BSA / AML and sanctions requirements. This
Program incorporates all of the traditional components and controls you would expect from a
financial institution, and it is further bolstered by a characteristic unique to cryptocurrency – the
public ledger of transactions within the blockchain. We have developed industry-leading security
and investigative capabilities that enable our compliance and global investigations teams to
trace the proceeds of crime and attribute blockchain addresses to known entities.  We frequently
train state, federal, and international law enforcement agencies to identify and pursue illicit use
of digital asset technologies, and have twice been recognized by FinCEN for providing essential
intelligence to law enforcement authorities.  In 2019, we received the Private/Public Partnership
award from Homeland Security Investigations for our contribution to major law enforcement
investigations.

Specific to sanctions, we have a multi-layered program that enforces sanctions set out by OFAC
and other global regulators. We screen customers against lists of sanctioned parties, including
those maintained by the United States, United Kingdom, European Union, United Nations,
Singapore, Canada, and Australia. These checks are conducted during onboarding, as well as
routinely throughout the customer lifecycle. If a customer lives in a sanctioned country or region,
or if they are identified as a sanctioned individual or entity, they cannot open an account on our
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platform. Similarly, we use geofencing controls to prevent access to the Coinbase website, as
well as our products and services, by anyone using an IP address in a sanctioned geography
(e.g., Crimea, North Korea, Syria, and Iran). Further, Coinbase maintains a sophisticated
blockchain analytics program to identify sanctions evaders, high-risk behavior, study emerging
threats, and develop new mitigations. For example, we have methods for identifying accounts
held by sanctioned individuals outside of Coinbase, even if we don’t have direct access to their
personal information.

We also invest heavily in compliance tools designed to prevent market manipulation, fraud, and
conflicts of interest. We have clear trading rules that prohibit a wide range of fraudulent and
manipulative trading activity, including prohibitions on spoofing, wash-trading, and layering,
among other manipulative behaviors. These rules can be found at
https://www.coinbase.com/legal/trading_rules.  We employ proprietary software and techniques,
combined with an industry leading third-party trade surveillance software platform that is also
utilized at several large global banks and broker-dealers, to identify and address potentially
fraudulent or manipulative trading activity on our platform. This software monitors and detects
the trading activities of participants on the platform for potential market manipulation, fraud,
behavioral patterns, rule violations, and generates alerts in real time. The software and alerts
are monitored by a team that have significant traditional financial regulatory, trading, and
surveillance experience.

With respect to conflicts of interest and the use of customer data, Coinbase has a variety of
policies and disclosures in place to help ensure a fair, transparent and equal experience across
our suite of trading products. Customer transactions on our trading platforms are executed on
an agency basis where we act only on behalf of, and at the direction of, our clients.   Some
other examples of our efforts to avoid conflicts of interest include:

● When Coinbase buys crypto for corporate investment, it does that outside of our platform
so that we are not trading across from our customers.

● Investments by Coinbase’s venture capital arm, Coinbase Ventures, are publicly
disclosed on our website so that customers are aware of our material investments.

● The website for Coinbase’s Learning Rewards discloses that Coinbase may receive
service fees from asset issuers in connection with its educational content.

Finally, at Coinbase, we protect consumers by rigorously assessing every crypto asset to ensure
every asset meets our legal requirements (i.e., Does it satisfy the key legal standards for
determining whether or not an asset is a security?), our information security requirements (i.e.,
Does the technology protect consumers from harmful cybersecurity risks?), and our compliance
requirements (i.e., Is it associated with scammers, fraud, or illicit activity?)

Specific to our legal requirements, we conduct a thorough review that analyzes potential assets
under applicable securities laws, including U.S. securities laws as regulated by the Securities
and Exchange Commission (the SEC). We inform our analysis using, among other resources,
the SEC Staff’s Framework for “Investment Contract” Analysis of Digital Assets. In addition, we
consider new developments in the law and the regulatory landscape, including staff
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commentary, the results of enforcement actions and settlements, court rulings, and new trends
in the crypto industry itself. More specifically, we conduct the following:

● Factual Diligence: Coinbase collects information from a number of sources, including
from the asset project team or publicly available information, to best understand the facts
surrounding the asset’s function, current state, and history.

● Howey Analysis for Investment Contracts:  Coinbase performs an analysis under the
Howey line of securities cases to determine the likelihood that offers and sales of the
asset qualify as offers and sales of an investment contract under U.S. securities laws.
Our analysis is multifactorial and takes into consideration a wide array of facts and
circumstances as informed by our factual diligence. As the regulatory landscape
continues to evolve, so does our process, and we constantly strive to make changes to
keep up with new developments in regulatory guidance, changes in black letter law, and
applicable results from enforcement actions, settlements, and judgments.

● Other Securities Analysis: When appropriate, Coinbase will also evaluate whether the
asset has characteristics of other instruments that may be deemed to be securities, such
as a note or stock. For example, we may evaluate to what extent the asset is identified
or marketed as an investment and whether the issuer filed a registration statement or
claimed an exemption to applicable securities laws. When appropriate, Coinbase also
considers whether the asset has features resembling a class of financial instruments
known as derivatives.

Why don’t the existing rules work?

Current Rules are Incompatible With Blockchain Technology
Coinbase believes that regulation can and should play an important role in our industry. But
today’s rules in the U.S. do not account for the technological ways in which crypto markets
operate. Coinbase has been calling on regulators for more than a decade to create clear rules
of the road for crypto. Coinbase first testified before this Committee in 20182 in order to deliver
one straightforward message: we need clear and consistent rules in order to spur new capital
formation and protect investors. We highlighted the fact that utility tokens, which were emerging
at the time, do not fit neatly into the Howey framework. We said Congress should insist that the
SEC and CFTC coordinate, as they have in the past, to clarify how companies, markets and
investors can determine whether an individual token is a security or a commodity. We also said
the agencies should clarify rules around what constitutes a security in this space by looking at
issues such as whether there is a central issuer and the role of investment contracts at the time
of issuance.  Five years later, we have the same core message: we need clear rules.

SEC registration of a company, product, or asset is not a simple exercise; it is actually very
complicated. Coinbase wants to work with the SEC to enable digital asset securities to be

2 Testimony of Michael Lempres (Coinbase). House Financial Services Subcommittee on Capital Markets,
Securities, and Investment. 14 March 2018.
https://www.coinbase.com/blog/coinbases-written-testimony-for-the-subcommittee-on-capital-markets-sec
urities-and-investment
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offered in the United States, because there is no path to do that currently. Before any exchange
can offer digital asset securities, the rules need to be modernized. Just as regulatory and
legislative developments were necessary to address the transition from a paper-based financial
system to a computer-based system, new rules are necessary to address the novel features
and benefits of blockchain technology.

The current rules never contemplated transactions that could move at the speed of the Internet.
Even today, “digital” securities transactions settle in an analog world, typically two days later.
That delay is because the existing rules require a chain of intermediaries performing various
functions, including custody, brokerage, order matching, clearing, and settlement. Existing rules
classify these functions, define which intermediary must perform them, and separately regulate
each. Consumers pay for every step in that chain. But surely we can agree that these
inefficiencies should only persist if they serve a purpose for consumers, and that consumers
should only have to pay for steps that reduce their risk.

The technology available today can and should replace many of those steps; in many cases
because it inherently eliminates the risks the steps were designed to mitigate.  For example,
blockchain as a settlement layer can eliminate the counterparty risk from transactions that take
days to settle with traditional financial institutions. Blockchain innovation powers financial
services that can be made available more widely, and at a lower cost without adding risk for
customers. Continuing to insist on intermediaries that not only add costs for customers, but also
have been rendered obsolete by technology, is the equivalent of mandating horses be hitched to
the front of cars in order to pull them, when the car itself is designed to replace the horse. Of
course regulators should be focused on mitigating risk. But if the same transaction can be
completed through alternative technology that achieves the same regulatory objectives with
greater efficiency and at a lower cost, we should consider new rules. When technology
improvements mean that the rules that used to apply are no longer necessary, we should
embrace that future. It is better for consumers, it is better for innovation, it is better for the United
States.

Exchange Registration
I would like to speak specifically to the suggestion that there is a path for crypto companies to
register as a National Securities Exchange (NSE). This path does not yet exist, which is why
Coinbase does not list securities on our platform even though we believe there is a real market
for those services – a market that currently exists entirely offshore. The Exchange Act generally
requires securities, digital or otherwise, to be traded on an SEC-registered exchange.3 To
register as an NSE, a platform must submit an application to the SEC demonstrating the
exchange is “organized and has the capacity to be able to carry out the purposes of the
Exchange Act,” including by ensuring fair access to its facilities, and preventing fraudulent and

3 See 15 U.S.C § 78e (prohibiting most off-exchange securities transactions by broker-dealers and
unregistered exchanges).
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manipulative practices.4 As of this writing, the SEC has never determined that facilitating the
trading of non-security digital assets, such as Bitcoin, futhers the purposes of the Exchange Act.
Nor is such a determination expected. Bitcoin and other non-security digital assets are not
“securities” and thus are outside of the Exchange Act’s jurisdiction, and hence the SEC’s
jurisdiction. Moreover, the SEC has repeatedly rejected attempts to register exchange traded
products that would grant exposure to digital assets, arguing there is no “significant, regulated
market” for the underlying assets causing regulated fraud surveillance to be unavailable.5

This creates a catch-22 for digital asset trading platforms. They cannot satisfy the purposes of
the Exchange Act, as interpreted by the SEC, because they facilitate trades in non-securities
that are outside the scope of the SEC’s jurisdiction and thus outside the purposes of the
Exchange Act. Then, because the SEC has rejected the registration of digital asset exchange
traded products citing the lack of a significant regulated market, no such market can form.
Consequently, any digital asset trading platform wanting to register as an NSE cannot satisfy the
Exchange Act’s requirements. Because failure to satisfy these requirements precludes
registration as an NSE, digital asset trading platforms have no legal path to do so.

Asset Registration
Registration as an NSE would only solve half the problem, however. Without assets registered
as securities, nothing would be available to trade on an NSE. Even for assets that might be
properly considered securities, there is no workable path to register. We need to create those
paths.

Not surprisingly, many projects issuing digital assets use these tokens differently than the way in
which traditional companies use securities like debt and equity, which poses real challenges in
applying the existing registration and disclosure frameworks for securities offerings. A digital
asset is often designed to be directly used in exchange for goods and services on a software
network. This is unlike a traditional security, such as a class of stock or a bond, which
represents a claim on the profitability of the corporate issuer, but otherwise has no intrinsic use.
For example, a share of Apple stock is not needed to operate an iPhone, but ETH tokens are
necessary to execute a smart contract on the Ethereum network. This utility makes the digital
assets an integral part of the operation of the network, but this utility neither looks like a
securities transaction nor should be treated as one. Because the value of these tokens can only
be fully realized when they are used for their utility function, investors can only realize a profit if

5 See See Order Setting Aside Action by Delegated Authority and Disapproving a Proposed Rule Change,
as Modified by Amendments No. 1 and 2, To List and Trade Shares of the Winklevoss Bitcoin Trust,
Exchange Act Rel. No. 83723 (July 26, 2018), 83 FR 37579 (Aug. 1, 2018) (“Winklevoss Order”); Order
Disapproving a Proposed Rule Change, as Modified by Amendment No. 1, To Amend NYSE Arca Rule
8.201-E (Commodity-Based Trust Shares) and To List and Trade Shares of the United States Bitcoin and
Treasury Investment Trust Under NYSE Arca Rule 8.201-E, Exchange Act Rel. No. 88284 (Feb. 26,
2020), 85 FR 12595 (Mar. 3, 2020) (“USBT Order”); Order Disapproving a Proposed Rule Change To List
and Trade Shares of the VanEck Bitcoin Trust Under BZX Rule 14.11(e)(4), Commodity-Based Trust
Shares, Exchange Act Rel. No. 93559 (Nov. 12, 2021), 86 FR 64539 (Nov. 18, 2021).

4 See 15 U.S.C. § 78f(b)(1), (2), (5).
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the tokens can function as intended. That is, there must be a way for them to be held and used
outside the confines of a securities dealer, bank, or other qualified custodian.

Additionally, one of the primary goals of many digital asset development teams is to eventually
relinquish control over their networks to their network participants. In practice this means that
after the project is operational and reaches a critical mass of users, the team’s practical control
over the live protocol, network, and token diminishes significantly. Sometimes, the initial sponsor
of the protocol dissolves or disaffiliates from the protocol initially (e.g., by relinquishing IP rights
to a separately managed and owned, arm’s length entity) or otherwise relinquishes control
gradually over time. In other cases, although the initial sponsor may continue to perform certain
commercial or administrative operations, it is no longer selling digital assets to raise capital for
the enterprise and the digital assets have an operational consumptive use.

Regardless of the path to decentralization, a digital asset token can live and thrive without its
issuer. This is in stark contrast to the typical SEC reporting company whose securities are tied to
the viability of ongoing operations and especially control, such that when the company ceases
to exist, e.g., following a bankruptcy, so do the securities. Traditional companies do not form
with the express intent of eventually dissolving.

Critically, there comes a point where the original development team may not have a unique
ability to modify or influence the functionality of the network, protocol or token, and, as such, is
no longer in a position to be the primary source of decision-useful information to token holders.
Indeed, once this transition occurs, there may cease to be a set of ‘company insiders’ to share
their unique knowledge about information material to the company’s success.  At that point, the
value of the token, and implied return from holding it, flows from the use and efforts of network
participants. In these instances, there is likely no continued benefit to market participants in
requiring an issuer to file reports with the SEC.  The laws and rules that we have today do not
account for, let alone provide a solution for, this new reality.  The point where the public knows
as much as insiders, and there may be no one left to file the reports because the development
team has moved on to other projects.  The purpose of the federal securities laws no longer
requires such disclosures, and the project likely no longer meets the elements set out in Howey
or any other existing securities law test.

Coinbase Has Always Been and Remains Willing to Engage With Regulators
At Coinbase, we have spent countless hours and tens of millions of dollars trying to determine
how to make the legal and technological pieces fit together. We have met regulators where they
are and engaged willingly to find a path forward on key issues like staking, defining what
constitutes a digital asset security, registering as a Broker Dealer/Alternative Trading System,
issuing tokenized equities and digital asset securities, and custodying crypto. In fact, as
previously noted, we filed a petition with the SEC in July 2022 identifying key issues that would
create a roadmap for effective regulation of digital asset securities. We filed the petition with the
SEC because many substantive questions need to be answered for there to be a viable market
in the US for digital asset securities. Although the SEC has not acted on our petition, to further
contribute to this effort, we submitted our own response to the petition, detailing a potential
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solution for registering investment contracts involving digital assets. We are pleased that more
than 1,600 submissions were also sent to the SEC in support of our petition, including from the
Center for Markets Competitiveness at the US Chamber of Commerce, and other organizations.
Our full petition and response can be found in Appendix B and Appendix C, respectively.

Following our submission, we began weekly meetings with the SEC.  The meetings, which have
included staff from the Divisions of Trading & Markets and Corporation Finance, have resulted in
wide ranging policy discussions about market structure, custody, issuer disclosure, the definition
of securities, staking, and registration. Given our very real interest in resolving the complexities
of applying an existing market structure to digital assets and registering both tokenized equities
and investment contracts related to digital assets to trade alongside digital asset commodities,
Coinbase has enthusiastically and in good faith engaged in the meetings. Along the way, we
have made numerous proposals to the SEC, most recently on January 7, 2023.  We believe the
proposal would have achieved the Commission’s goal of ensuring investor protection, fair,
orderly and efficient markets, and facilitating capital formation.  Although the SEC has slowed
these conversations over the last two months, we are eager to continue them and move
forward.  Our goal is ultimately to create a pathway for not only Coinbase, but for the entire
ecosystem.

How can legislation solve the problem?
Blockchain and digital asset technology is transformative and presents opportunities across the
economic and geographic spectrum.  Crypto will create new jobs and bring benefits to every
district in the U.S., including financial services use cases like financial inclusion, faster and
cheaper payments, and programmable money to non-financial use cases like data ownership,
digital art, and supply chain management for pharmaceuticals and critical technologies.
Congress should enact legislation that will result in rules for the intermediaries that provide
access to digital assets in order to enable responsible innovation, ensure consumer protection,
and safeguard our national security interests.  Failing to act will result in the U.S. falling behind
both technologically and economically.

Although I understand this Committee does not have jurisdiction over the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission, I would like to briefly note why legislation should address both SEC and
CFTC authorities.  The CFTC has stated – and CFTC enforcement actions have confirmed –
that at least some crypto assets, including Bitcoin, fall within the definition of a “commodity”
under the U.S. Commodities Exchange Act of 1936 (the “CEA”).  That means the CFTC should
be the primary regulator of digital asset commodities, yet the CFTC does not currently have
authority to regulate spot markets for digital assets beyond policing for market manipulation and
fraud. There is no framework at the federal level for the regulation of digital asset spot markets,
specifically the registration of trading platforms, brokers, dealers, and custodians who provide
digital asset commodity services.  I would urge this committee to work with your colleagues on
the House Agriculture Committee to ensure both the SEC and CFTC engage on digital assets,
and that a regulatory regime tailored to the specific needs and risks presented by the assets
and markets in each commission’s jurisdiction.
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A Path to Protect Consumers
Legislation should contain strong consumer and investor protection standards for digital asset
intermediaries and service providers so customer assets are safeguarded at all times.

● Require centralized trading platforms and custodians to hold customer assets 1:1,
proving their reserves through independent audits.

● Ensure customer assets are bankruptcy-remote and protected from a platform’s creditors
in an insolvency, such as by requiring customer accounts to follow Article 8 of the UCC,
or be held at SEC or CFTC registered entities.

● Follow eligible investment rules as promulgated by federal and state regulators.
● Require segregation of house and customer funds at all times, subject to a buffer of

funds that platforms may add to client wallets as needed to ensure liquidity and facilitate
trading and other operational needs.

● Direct the SEC to permit the custody and distribution of digital assets securities at
registered broker dealers, including those that operate on permissionless blockchains.

● Direct regulators to address gaps in disclosures so that consumers have relevant
information and a uniform understanding of the risks of the asset class.

A Path for Regulation of Trading and Markets
Legislation should enable consumers to buy and sell diverse digital assets on U.S. registered
trading platforms.  While agencies have existing authority that could provide a pathway in
certain instances, it is clear Congress needs to create a comprehensive approach that resolves
the gaps in current law and clearly directs the agencies to act.

● Direct the SEC to permit existing digital asset trading platforms to register as an
Alternative Trading System–which is currently permitted for trading securities–under
existing SEC authority/rules to facilitate trading in digital assets involving securities.

● Provide the CFTC with authority to register trading platforms, dealers, brokers and
custodians that provide services for digital asset tokens that are not deemed to be
securities, including tokens distributed as part of an investment contract.

● Establish a clear framework to resolve which tokens are securities and which are not,
recognizing that tokens issued through an investment contract may change over time -
tokens issued pursuant to a securities offering can become commodities.

● Permit trading platforms to custody digital assets recorded on permissionless
blockchains, recognizing that clearing agencies and transfer agents are no longer
required to settle transactions.  Other intermediaries can exist in the same corporate
family subject to guardrails to protect against conflicts of interest.

A Path for Listing New Security Tokens and Raising Capital
Token listing is the often overlooked element to comprehensive legislation.  Innovators should
be able to build with reasonable confidence their product can come to market, without spending
millions in legal fees to understand how, and without finding that there is not actually a way to
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proceed under existing rules.  There must be a path for offerings involving tokens to list as
securities on SEC-registered trading platforms.  Congress needs to provide a way for builders to
succeed.

● The U.S. does not currently have a functioning primary market for crypto securities, and
in particular investment contracts involving digital assets (“ICDAs”).

● A key inhibitor to a functioning primary market for digital asset securities, including
investment contracts, is the lack of a workable set of registration and reporting
requirements.  Existing disclosure requirements are not tailored to digital assets or
designed to protect investors in this distinct marketplace.

● Workable solutions have been put forward to the SEC.  Congress should include those
solutions in legislation. See Petition for Rulemaking - Digital Asset issuer Registration
and Reporting (Dec. 6, 2022), available at
https://www.sec.gov/comments/4-789/4789-20152418-320297.pdf.

A Path for Financial Stability and a Faster, Cheaper Payments System in Stablecoins
● Stablecoins should be backed by real assets, and bank-like supervision of stablecoin

issuers is appropriate to prove it.

● Both banks and non-banks should be able to issue stablecoins.

● Stablecoins should be treated as cash by the tax code; given asset-backed stablecoins
do not generate gains or losses when used, IRS reporting of each transaction with a
stablecoin is unnecessary.

Closing
In closing, the crypto market, despite the recent downturn, represents more than $1 trillion in
total market capital, which must be protected by both regulators and market participants.
Coinbase, as the largest publicly traded crypto platform in the U.S., is committed to being the
most trusted, safe, and compliant crypto platform in the world.  We have policies and
procedures in place to protect consumers, while meeting the demands of innovators, builders,
and everyday Americans who want to access and use crypto. We have taken a longstanding
public stance on wanting a robust regulatory framework for crypto and made multiple efforts with
SEC and other regulators to achieve it. We understand we have to work within the system as we
find it, and we want to meet regulators where they are. But we need some modifications to the
rules to achieve both the benefits of crypto like cheaper and faster payments in order to make
the system work. We need a durable solution that will pave the way for this innovation to flourish
in the U.S., while also protecting consumers today and tomorrow.
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Appendix A�

How is Coinbase currently regulated?

One of our highest priorities at Coinbase is to restore confidence, trust, and belief in the
cryptoeconomy. We are doing that by continuing to build products and services that consumers
want in a way that meets rigorous regulatory standards, or adheres to long-standing regulatory
principles where the absence of regulatory standards persist.

Coinbase is subject to a wide range of laws and regulations enacted by U.S. federal, state, and
local and foreign governments and regulatory authorities. We seek licenses and registrations to
ensure compliance with the rules in the jurisdiction where we operate. We also readily comply
with increasingly strict legal and regulatory requirements relating to the detection and prevention
of countering terrorist financing, anti-money laundering, and economic and trade sanctions.

We have implemented anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing
programs
Coinbase is registered as a money services business with the Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (“FinCEN”) and serve on the Department of the Treasury’s Bank Secrecy Act Advisory
Group. As such, we are subject to various anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist
financing laws, including the Bank Secrecy Act (the “BSA”) in the United States, and similar laws
and regulations abroad. The BSA requires us to among other things, develop, implement, and
maintain a risk-based anti-money laundering program, provide an anti-money laundering-related
training program, report suspicious activities and transactions to FinCEN, comply with certain
reporting and recordkeeping requirements, and collect and maintain information about our
customers. In addition, the BSA requires us to comply with certain customer due diligence
requirements as part of our anti-money laundering obligations, including developing risk-based
policies, procedures, and internal controls reasonably designed to verify a customer’s identity.
Many states and other countries impose similar and, in some cases, more stringent
requirements related to anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing.

We have implemented a compliance program designed to prevent our platform from being used
to facilitate money laundering, terrorist financing, and other illicit activity in countries, or with
persons or entities, included on designated lists promulgated by the Office of Foreign Assets
Control (“OFAC”), and equivalent foreign authorities. Our compliance program includes policies,
procedures, reporting protocols, and internal controls, and is designed to address legal and
regulatory requirements as well as to assist us in managing risks associated with money
laundering and terrorist financing. Anti-money laundering regulations are constantly evolving
and vary from jurisdiction-to-jurisdiction. We continuously monitor our compliance with
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing regulations and industry standards and
implement policies, procedures, and controls in light of the most current legal requirements.
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We comply with economic and trade sanctions
Coinbase is also required to comply with economic and trade sanctions administered by the
United States, the European Union, or E.U., relevant E.U. member states, and other
jurisdictions in which we operate. Economic and trade sanctions programs administered by the
U.S. Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Asset Control prohibit or restrict transactions to
or from (or dealings with or involving) certain countries, regions, governments, and in certain
circumstances, specified individuals and entities such as narcotics traffickers, terrorists, and
terrorist organizations, as well as certain digital currency addresses.

We hold money transmission and payment services licenses
In the United States, Coinbase has obtained 45 licenses to operate as money transmitters or
the equivalent in the states where such licenses or equivalent are required to conduct our
business, as well as in the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. In addition, we have obtained a
BitLicense from the New York State Department of Financial Services (“NYDFS”). As a licensed
money transmitter and an entity subject to the BitLicense regulatory regime, we are subject to,
among other things, the BSA, restrictions and requirements with respect to the investment of
customer funds and use and safeguarding of customer funds and crypto assets, and bonding,
capital requirements including our aggregate net worth, prudential compliance obligations
associated with customer notice and disclosure, reporting and recordkeeping requirements
applicable to the company, as well as control persons and inspection and examination by state
regulatory agencies. These state licensing laws also cover matters such as regulatory approval
of controlling stockholders, directors, and senior management of the licensed entity.

Outside the United States, we have obtained licenses to provide crypto-asset custody and
trading from the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority. We are also registered as a
crypto asset exchange service provider in Japan which provides crypto-asset and first-party
payments services to Japanese customers pursuant to registration with the Kanto Local Finance
Bureau of the Ministry of Finance of Japan, covering both crypto-asset and first-party payment
services. In Singapore, we operate under the Payment Services Act and are supervised by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore (“MAS”). We are presently operating under an In-Principal
Approval status subject to MAS final approval to become a Major Payments Institution. Under
these licenses and registrations, we are subject to a broad range of rules and regulations
including in respect of AML, safeguarding of customer assets and funds, regulatory capital
requirements, fit and proper management, operational controls, corporate governance,
customer disclosures, reporting and record keeping.

We operate a Trust company for custodial services, and are and will remain a
Qualified Custodian
Our subsidiary, Coinbase Custody Trust Company, LLC (“CCTC”), operates as a New York
State-chartered limited purpose trust company, which is subject to regulation, examination, and
supervision by the NYDFS. NYDFS regulations impose various compliance requirements
including, without limitation, operational limitations related to the nature of crypto assets we can
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hold under custody, capital requirements, BSA and anti-money laundering program
requirements, affiliate transaction limitations, and notice and reporting requirements.

As a state-chartered trust company in good standing, CCTC also operates as a Qualified
Custodian under existing SEC rules established pursuant to the Investment Advisers Act of
1940. The SEC recently issued a significant proposed rulemaking related to the Qualified
Custodian rule that has raised concerns in many sectors of both digital and traditional
finance.  Under the proposal, we are confident that CCTC’s existing business practices will
ensure it will remain a qualified custodian. Although we do have concerns with some
aspects of the proposal, we are encouraged the SEC is having a public
notice-and-comment rulemaking to collect stakeholder feedback–exactly how the regulatory
process is supposed to work. Comments will help the SEC calibrate the final rule to meet
the needs of investors and the market, and we look forward to engaging in the process.

We have international licenses
We serve our customers through Electronic Money Institutions authorized by the U.K. Financial
Conduct Authority and the Central Bank of Ireland. We comply with rules and regulations
applicable to the European e-money industry, including those related to funds safeguarding,
corporate governance, anti-money laundering, disclosure, reporting, and inspection. We are, or
may be, subject to banking-related regulations in other countries now or in the future related to
our role in the financial industry.

We have Broker-Dealer licenses
Currently, two Coinbase subsidiaries, Coinbase Capital Markets and Coinbase Securities, are
registered with the SEC as broker-dealers under the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934. They
are also members of and subject to the rules of the Financial Industry Regulation Authority
(“FINRA”).  Both subsidiaries are presently inactive due to ongoing challenges in applying
existing regulations to the world of digital assets.

We operate a Designated Contract Market
In February 2022, Coinbase acquired LMX Labs, LLC, a designated contract market (“DCM”)
regulated by the CFTC, in connection with our acquisition of FairXchange, Inc.  Separately,
Coinbase Financial Markets, Inc., a separate subsidiary, has applied for registration as a futures
commission merchant (“FCM”) with the National Futures Association.  FCMs and DCMs are
subject to numerous regulatory requirements, including strict capital requirements.
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July 21, 2022

Vanessa A. Countryman
Secretary
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549-1090

Re: Petition for Rulemaking – Digital Asset Securities Regulation

Dear Ms. Countryman:

Coinbase Global, Inc. (“Coinbase”) is filing this petition6 with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (“Commission” or “SEC”) requesting that the Commission propose and adopt rules to govern
the regulation of securities that are offered and traded via digitally native methods, including potential
rules to identify which digital assets are securities. Digitally native securities are recorded and transferred
using distributed ledger technology and do not rely on centralized entities or certificated forms of
ownership that characterize traditional financial instruments.7 Transactions in these securities (henceforth
“digital asset securities”) are executed and settled in real time, permanently recorded on blockchains, and
visible with equal access to all market participants. This is a paradigm shift from existing market practices,
rendering many of the Commission rules that govern the offer, sale, trading, custody, and clearing of
traditional assets both incomplete and unsuitable for securities in this market.

The U.S. does not currently have a functioning market in digital asset securities due to the lack of a clear
and workable regulatory regime.  Digital assets that trade today overwhelmingly have the characteristics
of commodities. Coinbase, like many other exchanges, has intentionally and conscientiously steered well
clear of securities to ensure that we are able to operate in full compliance with applicable laws and
regulations.  However, new rules facilitating the use of digital asset securities would allow for a more
efficient and effective allocation of capital in financial markets and create new opportunities for investors.

Globally, many jurisdictions are actively pursuing regulation that meets the specific needs of the crypto
market, ensuring investors are well-protected. For example, the EU recently reached agreement on
Markets in Crypto Assets (MiCA) regulation first proposed in 2020, and countries and markets such as
Australia, Brazil, Dubai, Hong Kong, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom have taken important steps
towards establishing (or have already established) regulations around crypto.8

8 Council of the EU, Digital finance: agreement reached on European crypto-assets regulation (MiCA) (June 31,
2022),
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/30/digital-finance-agreement-reached-on-europea
n-crypto-assets-regulation-mica/; Australian Government, The Treasury, Crypto asset secondary service providers:
Licensing and custody requirements (Consultation Paper) (Mar. 21, 2022),
https://treasury.gov.au/consultation/c2022-259046; Chamber of Deputies, Projeto de Lei Nº 4401, De 2021, (Aug. 21,
2021), https://www.camara.leg.br/propostas-legislativas/1555470; Dubai Financial Services Authority, Consultation
Paper No. 143, Regulation of Crypto Tokens (Mar. 8, 2022),
https://dfsaen.thomsonreuters.com/sites/default/files/net_file_store/CP143_Regulation_of_Crypto_Tokens.pdf;
Legislative Council of Hong Kong, Anti Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing (Amendment) Bill, (June

7 In this petition we are focused on “native” digital asset securities—that is, digital asset securities that exist on a
distributed ledger, only in tokenized form. Many, but not all, of the considerations discussed herein would apply
similarly to digital asset securities that represent a tokenized version of a traditional security (e.g., tokenized common
stock).

6 See 17 C.F.R. 201.192(a).
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The SEC, however, has not yet taken constructive steps in this direction. Despite the well-recognized
growth and rapidly developing practices in the digital asset ecosystem, and the Commission’s stated view
that some digital assets are securities, the Commission has yet to constructively engage with digital asset
market participants on the design of a workable regulatory framework, let alone propose any new rules
governing this activity. Moreover, as of the publication of its most recently updated regulatory agenda on
June 22, 2022, the Commission has not indicated any intention to do so.9

Instead, the Commission appears to be following an enforcement-first approach to addressing
crypto-related regulatory challenges. Indeed, the Commission recently announced that the Enforcement
Division’s Crypto Assets and Cyber Unit would soon double in size.10 Leading with enforcement actions
before ensuring regulatory clarity results in arbitrary outcomes with limited value as guiding precedent.
Several parties have been the subject of extensive investigation while others—with nearly identical
products or services—have apparently been subject to none. This approach has led to both confusion
and the uneven treatment of market participants.

Rather than initiate new rulemaking, Chair Gensler has repeatedly stated through speeches and
testimony that the vast majority of digital tokens are securities, and has asked issuers and exchanges that
offer, sell, and trade them to come in and register.11 We disagree that the majority of digital assets are
securities. For those digital assets that are securities, registration under the current rules is, for many
market participants, either not possible or not economically viable given the associated and unnecessary
compliance burdens. Additionally, when existing regulations are unworkable, some market participants
may be less willing to invest the resources necessary to follow the rules. Failure to resolve these
shortcomings leaves investors unprotected due to a lack of regulatory clarity, prevents market participants
from leveraging the efficiencies new technology can offer, and materially impairs capital formation in the
blockchain technologies that underlie digital assets. This is wholly inconsistent with the SEC’s mission.

In October 2021, we issued our Digital Asset Policy Proposal – Safeguarding America’s Financial
Leadership through which we hoped to initiate a broad and wide-ranging conversation about the role
digital assets play in our economic future.12 As part of that proposal, we offered a bold idea to regulate
digital assets under a separate framework with a single regulator as a way to ensure that investors are
properly protected and innovation can occur without, what we believe, may be restricting and
cumbersome labels of security and commodity.  Our proposal would require a government-wide focus to

12 Coinbase, Digital Asset Policy Proposal – Safeguarding America’s Financial Leadership, (Oct. 2021),
https://assets.ctfassets.net/c5bd0wqjc7v0/7FhSemtQvq4P4yS7sJCKMj/a98939d651d7ee24a56a897e2d37ef30/coinb
ase-digital-asset-policy-proposal.pdf.

11 See, e.g., Sander Lutz, SEC Chair Gensler Threatens Action Against Unregistered Crypto Exchanges (May 18,
2022), https://decrypt.co/100806/sec-chair-gensler-threatens-action-against-unregistered-crypto-exchanges (stating
to the House Financial Services and General Government Subcommittee that “[t]he crypto exchanges should come in
and register . . .”); Public Statement, Chair Gary Gensler, SEC, 2021 Aspen Security Forum: The View from the SEC:
Cryptocurrencies and National Security (Aug. 3, 2021), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tusQLLCgrDs (inviting
digital asset trading platforms to “come in, register, work with the SEC.”).

10 SEC, SEC Nearly Doubles Size of Enforcement’s Crypto Assets and Cyber Unit (May 3, 2022),
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-78.

9 The Commission submitted its agenda of rulemaking actions pursuant to the Regulatory Flexibility Act on April
26, 2022, to the Regulatory Information Service Center for inclusion on the Unified Agenda of Federal Regulatory and
Deregulatory Actions.  The agenda that was published did not indicate any rulemaking actions to be considered in the
current agenda (next 12 months) or the long-term agenda that relates to digital asset regulation.SEC, SEC
Announces Spring 2022 Regulatory Agenda (June 22, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-112.

24, 2022), https://www.gld.gov.hk/egazette/pdf/20222625/es32022262516.pdf; Swiss Federation, Federal Act on the
Adaptation of Federal Law to Developments in Distributed Electronic Ledger Technology (Jan. 14, 2021),
https://fedlex.data.admin.ch/eli/fga/2020/2007; HM Treasury, Government Sets Out Plan to Make UK a Global
Cryptoasset Technology Hub, (Apr. 4, 2022),
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-sets-out-plan-to-make-uk-a-global-cryptoasset-technology-hub.
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create a fundamentally new and comprehensive regime for digital assets. We remain committed to
continuing the discussion about the right way to regulate digital assets. This petition, however, is more
specific.  We are seeking a transparent and collaborative process to engage directly with the SEC as a
means to initiate a discussion about what the SEC can do within its own authority to provide clarity and
certainty regarding the regulatory treatment of digital asset securities.

Coinbase firmly believes that a new regulatory framework is needed to ensure that the SEC can fulfill its
responsibility to oversee the digital asset securities markets. We respectfully petition the Commission to
propose new rules for the offer, sale, registration, and trading of digital asset securities. Existing rules,
unchanged, do not achieve the goals of the Commission when applied to digital asset securities.
Following the well-established rulemaking process would allow for input from a wide range of
stakeholders, advance the goals of transparent and orderly policy development, and result in clear rules
and fair notice to all market participants.

Now is the time for the Commission to begin a public dialogue. The recent collapse of the TerraUSD
stablecoin, the bankruptcy of crypto-lenders such as Celsius, ongoing questions about the efficacy of how
digital asset markets operate, and the potential onset of another crypto winter can help inform a
regulatory path forward. The lessons learned can be used to reinforce the best practices, and guide the
industry in building new infrastructure and product offerings. Establishing regulatory guardrails is critical to
the future success of digital asset innovation in the United States.

As an initial step, the Commission should solicit input from the public. Many of the unresolved issues are
complicated, and developing effective and efficient solutions will require a broad understanding of the
technology underpinning developing market practices and products. We believe that we and other market
participants will also benefit from an open discussion. The Commission has historically published concept
releases for large, novel, or complicated issues, commensurate with the issues related to regulation of
digital assets; such public engagement would be an appropriate model to follow here.13

As part of this process, the Commission should also consider whether appropriately tailored interpretive
guidance and no-action relief could be used to facilitate new activities within existing regulatory
frameworks. Doing so will provide the Commission with an opportunity to assess the efficacy of emerging
market practices with the ability to later promulgate rules, if appropriate. Any such guidance and other
relief must avoid imposing new requirements or exercising policy-making authority that is more
appropriately conducted through notice and comment rulemaking pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act.

It is imperative that the Commission start this process now. Digital asset securities have not yet been
widely offered on regulated platforms because the existing rules do not accommodate them. Until the
Commission provides regulatory certainty and a workable framework for digital asset securities, it is not
feasible for market participants to “come in and register.”14 And the inability to do so risks not only stunting
the development and growth of this market, but also invites those least committed to regulatory
compliance to exploit existing ambiguities.

If the U.S. fails to act alongside the efforts of other jurisdictions, global market practices will conform to
rules tailored to the preferences of foreign authorities. And once market participants begin implementing
foreign rules, the regulatory options available to the Commission will become more limited in order to

14 Gary Gensler, Prepared Remarks of Gary Gensler On Crypto Markets Penn Law Capital Markets Association
Annual Conference (Apr. 4, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/gensler-remarks-crypto-markets-040422.

13 SEC, Concept Release on Equity Market Structure (Jan. 14, 2010),
https://www.sec.gov/rules/concept/2010/34-61358.pdf; SEC, Concept Release on the U.S. Proxy System (July 14,
2010), https://www.sec.gov/rules/concept/2010/34-62495.pdf.
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avoid substantially raising compliance costs of U.S. firms operating internationally.  The U.S. has
historically been the world’s leader in maintaining and regulating unparalleled capital markets; action is
needed to preserve that position for the digital asset securities market.

As the only U.S. public company that operates a digital asset trading platform, Coinbase understands the
value of market oversight through clear and workable regulation, and we welcome opportunities to work
with policymakers to build a safe, open, and fair crypto ecosystem. We believe appropriately tailored
regulation is essential to encouraging capital formation in the digital asset industry, protecting digital asset
customers and investors, and facilitating the wider adoption of digital asset technology. We do not
currently trade or facilitate trading in digital asset securities because of a lack of clear and workable
regulation. But we would consider doing so through our SEC-registered securities broker-dealer
subsidiaries15 once rules are in place that can accommodate the technological manner in which digital
asset securities would be offered, sold, traded, custodied, and cleared.

In petitioning the Commission for rulemaking we recognize that existing regulatory questions will be
challenging to solve. We know because we have spent more than a year thinking about how to do it. Last
October we published a set of principles that we believe should underpin a regulatory framework.16 And
now we offer views on a set of detailed questions that we believe should be answered as part of the
process necessary to implement an effective regulatory framework for digital asset securities that
promotes the SEC’s mission, achieves key regulatory objectives, and encourages innovation that benefits
market participants.

Our petition focuses only on areas in which we believe we have expertise, and should not be viewed as a
comprehensive list of issues and questions related to the regulation of digital asset securities. For
example, regulation pertaining to the Investment Company Act of 1940 and the Investment Advisers Act
of 1940 would benefit from consideration through a similar process that solicits the input from
knowledgeable market participants. We encourage the Commission to initiate a process to solicit input
from areas of the market not covered by our petition.

Key Considerations

There are three primary challenges when applying existing rules to digital asset securities:

1. Lack of clarity regarding how to determine whether a digital asset is a security;

2. Requirements that are fundamentally incompatible with the operation of digital asset securities;
and

3. Requirements that are technically possible, but unnecessary or overly burdensome as compared
to potential alternative and more efficient rules.

Although Coinbase, and other digital asset trading venues, have identified a number of digital assets that
are clearly not securities, and therefore may trade without SEC registration, there are other assets that

16 See, e.g., Coinbase’s Digital Asset Policy Proposal (#dApp) at
https://assets.ctfassets.net/c5bd0wqjc7v0/7FhSemtQvq4P4yS7sJCKMj/a98939d651d7ee24a56a897e2d37ef30/coinb
ase-digital-asset-policy-proposal.pdf.

15 Coinbase Securities, Inc. and Coinbase Capital Markets Corp.
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are harder to classify relying on the SEC’s application of the Howey and Reves tests.  Many of the
questions we ask below highlight the challenge of identifying which of these digital assets, if any, fall
within the Commission’s jurisdiction, the lack of clarity with existing regulatory requirements, and the ways
in which the existing regulatory requirements are fundamentally incompatible with the operation of digital
asset securities.

Other questions reflect requirements for which compliance is possible, but otherwise not well-suited to
digital asset securities premised on distributed-ledger technology. For example, custody requirements
contemplate a broker-intermediated model—such as national securities exchanges use today—that is
unnecessary for real-time settlement on blockchains.  Each of the questions is also fundamentally tied to
the determination of whether a digital asset is a security.  Certainty on the applicable regulatory
framework would not only provide greater protection for investors, but also permit the formation of an
efficient digital asset market environment.

Finally, in addressing these questions, we believe the Commission should consider the following:

1. Not All Digital Assets Are Securities

Most digital assets are designed to enable simple functions that provide economic gates to commercial
applications and services. They are not securities. Their value is determined by adoption and use, and the
disclosures that token holders need are materially different from those of a public company. The issuer
registration, disclosure, and listing requirements for securities are currently tailored to the issuers of debt
and equity in public companies. But most digital assets—coins and tokens that trade on exchanges like
Coinbase—do not represent ownership stakes in complicated public companies or pay a return to
investors through dividends or interest.

The Commission should provide clarity regarding which digital assets, if any, are securities.The lack of
clarity creates a risk that issuers of non-security digital tokens will feel compelled to comply with public
company reporting requirements that are unnecessary, may lead to investor confusion, and may render
innovative blockchain projects not economically viable despite the value they could bring to users and the
broader economy.

2. Needed Disclosures Are Different

The SEC disclosure regime has historically focused on ensuring that investors have material information
necessary to make an informed investment decision.  Current disclosure requirements, however, do not
cover a number of features unique to digital assets that would undoubtedly be considered important when
making an investment decision.  For example, investors would likely find information about the risk of a
network attack, what kind of governance rights are embedded in which tokens, who has the ability to
change the code underlying the assets or the network, and other features that do not exist with respect to
traditional securities to be material.  Additionally, investors would benefit from comparable disclosures
across each digital asset security to assist in identifying differences among investment opportunities.  At
the same time, the operations of a digital asset issuer are typically less complex than those of a large
public company, so investors would likely not require the same level of disclosure in several areas
relevant to traditional public companies to make an informed decision.

3. Real-Time Settlement of Financial Transactions is Possible

Digital assets and blockchain technology hold the promise of a more efficient and resilient plumbing for
financial transactions. This new infrastructure is being built, from the start, to enable peer-to-peer
operability with straight-through-processing between different types of service providers. The
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decentralized structure prevents any one service provider from being the sole gate between market
participants. The result is enhanced competition, more seamless services, faster settlements, greater
transparency, and the opportunity to automate complex financial transactions. The opportunity to
eliminate unnecessary gates and layers of intermediation should ultimately lead to enhanced investor
protections (for example by improving market transparency by recording transactions on a public
blockchain), improved functionality, and lower transaction costs.

Today’s rules, however, do not allow for securities markets to take advantage of these improvements. For
example, existing custody rules do not contemplate real-time settlement of transactions on blockchains.
They are tailored for trades that typically take two days to settle through a series of intermediaries who
must manage default during that period. Real-time settlement on blockchains obviates this need, allowing
counterparties to redeploy their capital immediately, improving the allocative efficiencies of markets
relative to current practices. Other rules, particularly those promulgated by Regulation National Market
System (“NMS”), do not contemplate digitally native securities, and do not provide a clear compliance
path for blockchain transactions.

4. Fewer Market Intermediaries Are Required

Another important innovation of digital asset markets is the ability to conduct reliable transactions without
the need for third-party intermediaries. Trading platforms like Coinbase offer direct access to both retail
and institutional traders, letting them execute transactions 24 hours a day, seven days a week. However,
rules designed for securities markets trading predate blockchain technology, when the only way to create
trust in the financial system was to require the use of separate intermediaries, such as brokers,
custodians, exchanges, market makers, transfer agents, and clearing agencies, each with conflicting
interests and incentives. Ensuing regulations were premised on the existence of, and need to regulate
these intermediaries, enshrining them and their role in law.17

Historical intermediation models should be permitted where they continue to add value, but not required
when they do not or other methods achieve the same goal. For example, intermediaries should not be
required when a transaction can be completed through alternative technological means that achieve the
same regulatory objective. Just as regulatory and legislative developments were necessary to address
the transition from a paper-based financial system to a computer-based system, a modernization effort is
needed today to address the novel features and benefits of blockchain technology.

Key Questions

Each of these goals cannot be achieved without rethinking and reframing specific parts of existing
securities regulation so that it is more efficient and effective for digital asset securities in the context of
distributed-ledger technology.  In the following sections, we provide an outline to frame the topic and
follow with a number of questions that we believe are important to consider as part of any rulemaking
exercise. We have views with respect to each and over time will seek to further share our perspectives.
We strongly encourage other market participants to do the same. Our “answers” are just one of many
relevant voices, and we hope for and expect a robust discussion that productively informs the
Commission and its Staff.

I. Classification of Digital Assets as Securities

17 For additional exploration of the existing regulatory framework, and why it is not properly tailored for digital
asset markets, see Coinbase’s Digital Asset Policy Proposal (#dApp) at
https://assets.ctfassets.net/c5bd0wqjc7v0/7FhSemtQvq4P4yS7sJCKMj/a98939d651d7ee24a56a897e2d37ef30/coinb
ase-digital-asset-policy-proposal.pdf.
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The threshold question in the development of a regulatory framework for digital asset securities is the
determination of whether a particular digital asset is in fact a security, and thus subject to the
Commission’s jurisdiction and the securities laws.18 The Commission has taken the view that if a digital
asset is a security, its regulatory oversight applies to all aspects of the lifecycle of the security and the
parties that are involved in it, including the initial offering of that digital asset as well as any subsequent
trading by investors and their dealings with intermediaries.19

The determination of whether a non-traditional asset (such as a digital asset) is a security relies heavily
on legal tests developed by case law and ultimately Supreme Court decisions. Where the characteristics
of an instrument do not clearly fit into one of the well-settled terms, the SEC and federal courts typically
analyze whether the instrument is a “security” through the lens of the Howey20 and Reves21 tests.
However, these tests were developed before the emergence of digital assets and are not tailored to their
unique properties and use.  As a result, application of these existing tests to digital assets fails to take into
account the unique characteristics of digital assets.

The differences between traditional securities and digital assets underscore the challenges with applying
these tests to digital assets. While traditional securities typically represent a claim to the assets and
profits of a specific corporate issuer, whose management makes choices that influence the success of the
company and therefore the return on investment in its securities, digital assets often have decentralized
groups of developers whose involvement with a project may ebb and flow over time. The extent to which
digital asset holders reasonably rely on the efforts of particular promoters, or the extent to which those
efforts are “undeniably significant ones”22 is much less clear with regard to digital assets.

Further, while many may purchase digital assets with the hope of price appreciation, unlike traditional
securities, digital assets typically have functional non-investment uses within a protocol—making them
much more akin to real property, which is also often purchased with the hope of price appreciation, but
nevertheless is fundamentally a commodity intended for usage.23 Non-investment use cases include, for
example: paying transaction, or “gas” fees; voting on governance proposals related to the operation of the
protocol; serving as a medium of exchange for native applications; and helping secure a network.

23 Cf. United Hous. Found., Inc. v. Forman, 421 U.S. 837, 849 (1975).
22 SEC v. Glenn W. Turner Enter., Inc., 474 F.2d 476, 482 (9th Cir.).

21 Reves v. Ernst & Young, 494 U.S. 56 (1990) (resulting in the so-called “Reves test”).

20 SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293 (1946) (resulting in the so-called “Howey test”).

19 See U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, Chair Gary Gensler Letter to Sen. Warren (Aug. 5, 2021),
https://www.warren.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/gensler_response_to_warren_-_cryptocurrency_exchanges.pdf.

18 A “security” is defined in the federal securities laws by reference to lists of instruments that include, for
example, stocks and notes like bonds issued by companies. See Section 2(a)(1) of the Securities Act (defining a
security as “[A]ny note, stock, treasury stock, security future, security-based swap, bond, debenture, evidence of
indebtedness, certificate of interest or participation in any profit-sharing agreement, collateral-trust certificate,
preorganization certificate or subscription, transferable share, investment contract, voting-trust certificate, certificate
of deposit for a security, fractional undivided interest in oil, gas, or other mineral rights, any put, call, straddle, option,
or privilege on any security, certificate of deposit, or group or index of securities (including any interest therein or
based on the value thereof), or any put, call, straddle, option, or privilege entered into on a national securities
exchange relating to foreign currency, or, in general, any interest or instrument commonly known as a “security”, or
any certificate of interest or participation in, temporary or interim.”) Despite differences, the Supreme Court has
indicated that the definitions of “security” under the Securities Act and the Exchange Act are treated the same. SEC v.
Edwards, 540 U.S. 389, 393 (2004), citing Reves v. Ernst & Young, 494 U.S. 56, 61 n.1 (1990). In addition, the
“elements of Howey are also applicable to the [Investment Company Act].” SEC v. Banner Fund Int’l, 211 F.3d 602,
614 n.* (D.C. Cir. 2000).
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Coinbase has developed a rigorous process to analyze and review each digital asset, before making any
digital asset available on its platforms. These processes ensure that Coinbase is not facilitating
transactions in or providing trading infrastructure for digital asset securities. Due to today’s substantial
regulatory uncertainty, Coinbase is over-inclusive in what it views as a potential security, out of an
abundance of caution to ensure that its practices comply with existing applicable law. Coinbase therefore
often excludes digital assets based on the mere possibility that they might be securities.

Not all market participants have the resources to apply the same rigorous process. This in turn can result
in significant burdens in meeting the Commission’s expectation that each market participant conduct and
document its own legal analysis for each and every digital asset with which it interacts.24

Applying the Howey and Reves tests piecemeal to an entire market sector has proven itself to be an
unworkable solution. The SEC needs to provide clarity on the question of what, in the context of digital
assets, constitutes a security. This may be achieved by defining a digital asset security through
rulemaking, through the creation of a digital asset security offering exemption, or through other regulatory
actions.  In particular, such a rule should be objective and clear such that it produces predictable,
consistent and replicable results, and can be applied by all market participants.

For example, the rule should address, consistent with applicable case law, when an “investment of
money” has or has not occurred. If the SEC is of the view that airdrops (i.e., digital assets provided free of
payment) constitute an investment of money—a position that is likely irreconcilable with case law25—it
should clearly state that position and clarify in which circumstances that would be the case. Similarly,
unlike traditional securities whose sole purpose is to represent an investment, digital assets often provide
functionality, utility, or a consumptive use, aside from any speculative value. The Supreme Court has
noted that “when a purchaser is motivated by a desire to use or consume the item purchased . . . the
securities laws do not apply.”26 Further, even if the value of an asset, like a dwelling or precious metal,
may appreciate, and even if some purchasers may purchase the asset with speculative intent, that does
not necessarily convert the consumable asset into a security. The proposed SEC rulemaking therefore
should be explicit, in the digital asset context, as to the Commission’s view on how the presence or lack of
functionality, consumability, and/or utility of the digital asset impacts (and negates) its status as a security.

Given the complexity of the issue, the Commission should seek public input on the classification of digital
assets as securities in advance of, or as part of, any proposed rulemaking related to these issues.

Key questions for the Commission to consider and seek public input on:

26 United Hous. Found., Inc. v. Forman, 421 U.S. 837, 849 (1975).

25 SEC v. Rubera, 350 F.3d 1084, 1090 (9th Cir. 2003), quoting Hector v. Wiens, 533 F.2d 429, 432 (9th Cir.
1976). While in the context of analyzing whether a “sale” of a particular security occurred, there may be arguments
that any form of benefit to an issuer could be sufficient consideration to constitute a sale subject to Section 5 of the
Securities Act. See, e.g., SEC, SEC Brings First Actions to Halt Unregistered Online Offerings of So-Called “Free
Stock” (July 22, 1999), https://www.sec.gov/news/headlines/webstock.htm. The question under Howey, however, is
whether the asset is a security in the first place, which requires there to be an investment of money, not that the
distribution of the asset provided a non-monetary benefit to the issuer. See also Joseph A. Hall, Howey, Ralston
Purina and the SEC’s Digital Asset Framework, 52 REV. OF SEC. & COMMODITIES REG. 137 (June 19, 2019),
https://www.davispolk.com/files/howey_ralston_purina_sec_digital_asset_framework.pdf (questioning the Digital
Asset Framework’s “seemingly contradictory” assertion that the “investment of money” prong of Howey can be
satisfied without an investment of money).

24See SEC Strategic Hub for Innovation and Financial Technology Letter to the New York State Department of
Financial Services (Jan. 27, 2020), https://www.sec.gov/files/staff-comments-to%20nysdfs-1-27-20.pdf (“Market
participants should not rely on a model framework, whitelist, or state license when evaluating compliance with the
federal securities laws – without also undergoing careful legal analysis under the federal securities laws” supported
by, for example, “opinion[s] of securities counsel.”).
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1) Are the Howey and Reves tests the appropriate tests for determining whether digital assets are
securities?

a) What risks were these tests designed to identify and are those risks consistently presented in
digital asset securities?

b) How should the use and utility of a digital asset, apart from any potential investment purpose,
impact the analysis?

c) Are these tests capable of consistent application to digital assets by issuers, intermediaries, and
other market participants? Does this application lead to results that are conducive to advancing
the SEC’s mission and promoting innovation? Does the application of the Howey and Reves tests
to the specific facts and circumstances of each digital asset result in inefficient markets, an
inconsistent application of the law, and/or other adverse consequences?

2) Should the SEC use its exemptive authority under Section 28 of the Securities Act of 1933 (the
“Securities Act”) and Section 36 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Exchange Act”) to
exempt certain transactions (e.g., those for consumptive use) in certain digital assets that may
otherwise be securities but for which—for the reasons explained in the remaining sections of this
petition—the existing regulatory regime is inappropriate?27 If such transactions are exempted, should
an alternative regime be applied and what should that regulation look like?

a) Should the Staff reconsider the view in the Digital Asset Framework that receipt of tokens without
investing money may nonetheless satisfy the “investment of money” prong under Howey?

i) If not, how does the Staff reconcile this position with existing case law, which requires a
recipient to “commit his assets to the enterprise in such a manner as to subject himself to a
financial loss”?28

b) How should digital assets that provide significant non-investment use cases (e.g., paying
transaction, or “gas” fees; voting on governance proposals related to the operation of the
protocol; serving as a medium of exchange for native applications; and helping secure a network)
be analyzed under the “reasonable expectation of profits” prong of Howey?

i) Would a finding that such digital assets satisfy this prong conflict with Supreme Court
precedent, which has stated that where a purchaser is not “‘attracted solely by the prospects
of a return’ on his investment . . . [but] is motivated by a desire to use or consume the item
purchased . . . the securities laws do not apply”?  More generally, how should “consumption”

28 See supra note 19.

27 Section 28 of the Securities Act provides that “[t]he Commission, by rule or regulation, may conditionally or
unconditionally exempt any person, security, or transaction, or any class or classes of persons, securities, or
transactions, from any provision or provisions of this subchapter or of any rule or regulation issued under this
subchapter, to the extent that such exemption is necessary or appropriate in the public interest, and is consistent with
the protection of investors.” Section 36 of the Exchange Act provides that, subject to certain exceptions inapplicable
here, “the Commission, by rule, regulation, or order, may conditionally or unconditionally exempt any person, security,
or transaction, or any class or classes of persons, securities, or transactions, from any provision or provisions of this
chapter or of any rule or regulation thereunder, to the extent that such exemption is necessary or appropriate in the
public interest, and is consistent with the protection of investors.”
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factor into the investment contract analysis, giving due regard to the Court’s decision in
United Housing v. Forman?29

ii) How should market participants regard digital assets that provide both investment uses and
non-investment-based consumptive uses, in light of Howey case law that explains the
existence of speculative purchasers of an asset and the potential to sell an asset for more
than you paid for it does not, on its own, mean that the asset is an investment contract under
Howey?

iii) How should the “efforts of others” prong of the Howey test be understood with respect to the
“expectation of profits” prong?  How relevant is the presence of price fluctuations on
secondary trading platforms to the Howey analysis, given that the price may fluctuate based
on the supply and demand of the digital asset for its consumptive use?

iv) How should the “expectation of profits” prong be understood to ensure that it does not include
digital commodities, where even if bought by a particular buyer with the hope of profit, any
such profit is based on supply and demand for the commodity, not the performance of the
issuer?

c) What efforts may be properly classified as “essential managerial efforts” for digital assets that
operate on permissionless blockchains or protocols, where independent, unaffiliated nodes are
responsible for processing transactions, securing the network, and approving software
implementations, or where such separate parties may be involved in proposing or implementing
changes to the network or system?

i) How can purchasers be reliant upon the efforts of others in the case of digital assets that
have no identifiable central party that could be recognized as an “issuer”?

3) Recognizing the importance of creating a predictable framework for market participants, how can the
SEC provide greater clarity and certainty on which digital assets constitute securities? Should the
Staff revisit the Digital Asset Framework and provide bright-line rules that could be applied more
consistently and predictably?

4) Following a reconsideration of, or an exercise of exemptive authority for, the application of the Howey
and Reves tests to digital assets, should the SEC conduct formal or informal public evaluations, such
as through a no-action letter or other consultative process, to decide whether a digital asset is a
security? Who should be able to seek, and rely on, such a determination?

5) Should other parties, such as the original promoters, be able to make similar determinations
that—absent a formal disagreement from the SEC—third-party market participants could rely on?
Should those determinations have to follow a particular process?  If so, should there be a timeline
during which the Commission must respond?

6) Should a digital asset be viewed independently from the transaction in which it was initially
sold—such that the sale may have been a securities transaction, but the asset is not a security? In a
traditional company, the company may produce a product that it sells, and from which it derives its
profits.  The shareholders share in these profits.  A digital asset issuer, however, may sell its tokens to
raise capital to develop the network on which those same tokens will be used.  The product and the

29 421 U.S. 837.
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security are represented by the same digital asset, creating a unique coincidence of investment, on
the one hand, and use and consumption, on the other.

7) Does the current manner in which the Howey test is applied result in or promote the maintenance of
fair, orderly, and efficient markets consistent with the SEC’s tripartite mission?

8) Does the current manner in which the Howey test is applied result in sufficient certainty and
consistency to protect investors in a manner that is consistent with the SEC’s jurisdiction and tripartite
mission?

9) Does the current manner in which the Howey test is applied result in sufficient certainty and
consistency to facilitate capital formation in a manner that is consistent with the SEC’s jurisdiction and
tripartite mission?

10) In practice, how does a digital asset security transition to be a non-security digital asset? What
constitutes “sufficient decentralization” for purposes of transitioning from a security to a
non-security?30 How would that determination be made and what would be the mechanism for
converting a digital asset from a security to a non-security?

a) Is there a difference, or should there be one, depending on whether the digital asset was initially
sold in an offering that did not comply with the federal securities laws, or was instead initially sold
pursuant to a registration exemption (such as Regulation D or Regulation S)?

b) Must the path to sufficient decentralization be predetermined at the time of the digital asset’s
launch, or may decentralized attributes be introduced over time?

11) Even if initially sold in a securities offering, can uses of a digital asset for non-investment purposes
(e.g., to use the asset for its actual technological purpose), including transactions on the secondary
market to acquire the digital asset for such non-investment purposes, be deemed to be non-securities
transactions?

II. Issuance of Digital Asset Securities

A. Registration and Exemptions

The federal securities laws require that the offer or sale of any security be registered with the
Commission, unless an exemption is available.

Registration under Section 5 and Section 12 must be sought by the issuer of the security.31 Given the
nature of digital securities, however, it may not be either feasible or necessary to identify an “issuer” as
required under the securities laws.  When an issuer registers an offering, it provides a number of
disclosures about the operation of the issuer, its financial statements, its leadership, what risks it may
face, and information about various other parts of the business.  The purpose behind registration, and
therefore requiring these disclosures, is to ensure that investors have the material information they need
to make informed decisions.  The insiders of the issuer, such as management, have information about the

31 See, e.g., Form S-1, Form 10 (each requiring execution by a representative of the prospective registrant).

30 William Hinman, Digital Asset Transactions: When Howey Met Gary (Plastic) (Jun. 14, 2018)
https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/speech-hinman-061418 (expressing the view that “current offers and sales of Ether
are not securities” because Ether had become “sufficiently decentralized.”).
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issuer that will affect the value of its securities and therefore the disclosure rules require the insiders to
make material information public.

In many cases, however, the value of a digital asset—unlike the value of stocks and bonds—is not
dependent on the operations of the issuer or the issuer’s financial condition. Rather, the value of a digital
asset routinely depends on the general supply and demand for using the digital asset. In such cases,
there is little information possessed by the issuer that is unavailable to the public or that impacts the value
of the digital asset, making traditional securities disclosures about the issuer irrelevant to holders of digital
assets. In fact, the typical information that the federal securities laws require public companies to disclose
presents the risk of misleading investors in digital assets, who may believe this information to be material
to their investment decision because the SEC mandated its disclosure.

There are, additionally, digital assets that are created or managed by a diffuse group of individuals, who
are not a central “team” at all. Some digital assets are developed by dispersed groups of individuals who
may not even know each other’s true identities. Current application of existing securities regulations may
treat this group as the “issuer” but there is little insider information that this group has, and requiring them
to coordinate and assume liability for disclosures would be both impracticable and futile.  In such
circumstances, the kind of information asymmetries that the federal securities laws are designed to
remedy do not exist.32

Mandated disclosures serve a regulatory purpose when there is material information to be pushed out into
the market.  A diffuse collection of individuals may not have such information to disclose.  The SEC’s
Digital Asset Framework suggests that these dispersed groups may be “Active Participants,” or “APs,”
whose efforts are relevant for determining whether the digital asset is itself a security. But the framework
does not itself provide a determinative test for identifying who qualifies as an AP, or specify if these APs
are subject to the registration requirements of Section 5 and Section 12.33

If the digital asset is a security, then failure to register would violate Section 5 and subject the “issuer” to
penalties. But failure to register does not only impact the issuer—it also makes it effectively impossible for
national securities exchanges and other secondary markets to lawfully facilitate trading of the digital asset
security. U.S. digital asset securities markets, like on that Coinbase may develop, that seek to comply
with the U.S. federal securities laws therefore may not facilitate trading in these assets; instead, trading
for these assets occurs on less well-regulated and/or offshore platforms where there is little oversight or
investor protections.
Exceedingly few issuers have successfully registered a digital asset security under Section 5 and Section
12,34 with many others having failed in attempts to do so.35 As a result, very few digital asset securities are

35 See, e.g., American CryptoFed DAO, Filings, https://www.sec.gov/edgar/browse/?CIK=1881928 (SEC staff
rejecting S-1 filing for “serious deficiencies” relating to requirements to comply with the form, resulting in withdrawal);
Monster Products, Inc., Filings, https://www.sec.gov/edgar/browse/?CIK=1675583 (same). See also Carrier EQ, LLC
(f/k/a Airfox), Form 8-K (noting the issuer would discontinue the development of AirTokens because “[c]urrent laws
and regulatory regimes do not provide for the Company to utilize the AirTokens as envisioned by the Company. . . .”);
Paragon Coin, Paragon Coin Update (explaining that the issuer was filing for bankruptcy after its “plans were
impossible to achieve due to several legal mistakes”); Jamie Chacon, Gladius Network shuts down as ICO investors
cry foul (Nov. 25, 2019), https://decrypt.co/12044/gladius-network-shuts-down-ico-investors-cry-foul (issuer shutting
down after settling an SEC enforcement action that required the issuer to register).

34 See INX Limited, Prospectus Supplement,
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1725882/000121390020023202/ea125858-424b1_inxlimited.htm.

33 SEC Staff, Framework for “Investment Contract” Analysis of Digital Assets,
https://www.sec.gov/files/dlt-framework.pdf.

32 Hinman, supra note 24.
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available for trading in the U.S. This is despite the fact that the lack of information that would have been
mandated through the registration process would not have provided material information to the market
even if the process had been successfully completed.
Key questions for the Commission to consider and seek public input on:

12) Given the potential non-investment uses of digital assets that the Commission today seems to believe
may be securities as described in Section II. A, and that digital asset securities typically operate on
decentralized and open-source blockchains that are publicly accessible to all, what should be the goal
of any registration regime for digital asset securities? 

a) What risks do digital asset securities present that may not be presented by traditional securities?

b) What risks might digital asset securities mitigate, or not present, and how should these changes
in risk profile be recognized in the kind of disclosures provided to investors?

c) Who, if anyone, should be responsible for registration when there is no identifiable central entity
that controls the token or protocol, or when the issuer does not believe registration requirements
apply?

i) If an entity does serve as an issuer for purposes of a registration of an offering of digital
assets, how long should the “issuer” be responsible for the ongoing disclosure requirements
that may be required?

ii) Are Active Participants responsible for these ongoing disclosure requirements? What if the
persons who may be properly treated as APs change over time?

iii) Would such a digital asset security have a means to be offered on a regulated digital asset
securities trading platform? Should that digital asset still be categorized as a security and
should it be subject to SEC regulation?

iv) What regulatory goal would such registration accomplish?  Is there a way that regulation
could be tailored to achieve this goal?

v) Should the concept of “active participant” exist at all?  How does it promote the goals of the
federal securities laws in reducing information asymmetries?

13) Taking into consideration that a digital asset team’s operations and relationship to the digital asset
security may differ meaningfully from the relationship between traditional issuers and the securities
they issue, for example, if they are not receiving any proceeds of an offering, should the Commission
use its exemptive power under Section 28 of the Securities Act and Section 36 of the Exchange Act
to exempt certain developers or promoters of digital asset securities from registration, and/or ongoing
disclosure requirements if the SEC were to determine they are subject to its regulatory reach?

14) Should platforms be able to facilitate trading in digital asset securities if the initial offer or sale was not
registered under Section 5, or the “issuer” of the digital asset security has not complied with the
requirements of Section 12?
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a) If there is no central entity that controls the token or protocol, or no one that views themselves as
an issuer willing or realistically able to comply with the registration requirements, should trading
platforms be permitted to facilitate the trading of the digital asset security if sufficient information
about a digital asset security is otherwise available to potential investors without mandatory
disclosures?

b) What responsibility and potential liability, if any, would a platform have for the accuracy and
completeness of the disclosures?

15) Are digital asset “investment contract” securities “equity” securities under Section 12(g)?

16) May a broker-dealer be permitted, under certain circumstances, to facilitate the resale of digital asset
securities, even if they were initially sold without registration or an available exemption?

B. Relevant Disclosures

The existing registration process for securities offerings requires a number of disclosures designed to
ensure that the market has the same material information about the company as company insiders have.
There are also exemptions from registration for offerings by entrepreneurs and small companies, but they
too have their own regulatory disclosure requirements. While the required disclosures are fewer and
different, they rest on the same assumptions and the belief that insider information is more limited in type
or scope, or that the investors participating in these exempt offerings have superior access to the insiders
and their information.

Aside from the difficulties with registration, discussed in the section above, there is also a mismatch
between the disclosures required for traditional securities offerings and what investors in digital asset
securities need. As a result, existing disclosure requirements are not well-designed to meet the regulatory
goals of ensuring that the market has the information it needs about the securities being offered or traded.

Disclosure requirements are the hallmark of the federal securities laws. Rather than judge the suitability of
investments for public investors, the federal securities laws are designed to protect investors by requiring
issuers to provide material information about the securities they issue, and the risks associated with
investing in them, that are both accurate and not misleading.

But the Commission’s disclosure requirements for the offer and sale of securities and ongoing disclosure
requirements are designed for traditional corporate entities that typically issue and register equity and
debt securities. The disclosure requirements under the federal securities laws focus on disclosure about
companies, their management and their financial results—topics that poorly fit the decentralized and
open-source nature of blockchain-based digital asset securities. Digital asset securities that are not
tokenized versions of traditional securities raise different investor disclosure considerations than ordinary
corporate securities. For example, even if these assets have value primarily based on the promoter’s
efforts, they generally do not provide holders any rights over the residual value of the issuer, or a claim on
the issuer’s assets. They are neither equity nor debt.

Digital assets that the SEC may claim are securities often function on decentralized protocols with many
contributors, and every holder of a digital asset security can typically examine for themselves the
functionality and governance structure of the asset. As a result, the existing disclosure requirements are
both under-inclusive and overinclusive of the information that is relevant to an investor in a digital asset
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security.36 For example, information that may be relevant to digital asset security investors, such as its
“tokenomics” (e.g., the supply schedule of the digital asset security),37 or on-chain governance (rather
than traditional boards of directors), are not specifically captured by existing disclosure requirements.38

The result of applying existing disclosure requirements to digital asset securities offerings would be to
leave investors exposed.  They would be led to believe that information that is irrelevant is actually
important to their decision, while missing several pieces of information that could significantly affect the
value of the digital assets they hold.

Key questions for the Commission to consider and seek public input on:

17) What disclosures should be required for digital asset securities, given their different features as
compared to traditional securities?

a) What information about the digital asset security, the underlying platform, and those responsible
for the development of the digital asset security and the platform should be shared with those
who are considering acquiring the digital asset security?

b) What existing disclosure requirements are not applicable to digital asset securities? For example,
should certain disclosures required under the Williams Act and Section 16 of the Exchange Act
be modified or exempted for digital asset securities?

c) What new disclosures should be required?

18) If it is necessary to provide those that are transacting in a digital asset security certain information
about the digital asset security and related matters on an ongoing basis, how should relevant
information be disclosed so that it is accessible and useful, taking into account the fact that traditional
methods of disclosure may be less effective for digital asset security investors?

19) Even if the relevant assets were registered or exempt from registration, how would Rule 15c2-11
apply to broker-dealers facilitating trading in digital asset securities?39 The same challenges noted
above with respect to registration—the difficulty in obtaining information about the issuer and the
over- and under-inclusive relevancy of the information—apply to the information sought by Rule
15c2-11.

39 Rule 15c2-11 generally requires, before a broker-dealer may publish a quotation for a security or submit a
quotation into a quotation medium, that the broker-dealer must have in its possession specified information about the
security and its issuer that it believes are reliable and materially accurate, and much of that information be publicly
available.

38 See, e.g., Disclosure, Dapps and DeFi, supra note 30 (“[T]he base layer disclosure documents for securities
law fail to anticipate the particular technological features of decentralized technologies and infrastructures . . . they
assume and inquire only into governance, technology, and other operational features inherent to industrial
economies, and which are often different, or altogether absent in digital and blockchain-based economies.”).

37 See Robert Stevens, What Is Tokenomics and Why Is It Important? (Apr. 11, 2022),
https://www.coindesk.com/learn/what-is-tokenomics-and-why-is-it-important/#:~:text=A%20portmanteau%20of%20%
E2%80%9Ctoken%E2%80%9D%20and,like%20what%20utility%20it%20has.

36 Chris Brummer, Disclosure, Dapps and DeFi, Forthcoming, Stanford Journal of Blockchain Law and Policy
(Mar. 24, 2022),
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4065143#:~:text=Disclosure%20in%20decentralized%20financ
e%20is,know%20what%20they're%20buying.
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20) Should the SEC preempt state blue sky requirements under Section 18 of the Securities Act, for
example, by determining that for certain transactions, investors are “qualified purchasers”?  If not,
given the limited number of digital asset securities that would be listed on a national securities
exchange, could a secondary market develop if state-by-state qualification is required?

III. Trading Digital Asset Securities on National Securities Exchanges

One of the central innovations of digital asset trading technology is the ability of both retail and
institutional traders to have direct access to platforms that execute transactions 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Transactions settle in real time. And broker-dealer intermediaries are no longer needed as
the digital asset market infrastructure has developed so that exchange and trading services, clearing,
settlement, and custody can be provided effectively and more efficiently by the same entity.

However, registering a trading platform for digital asset securities faces a series of significant challenges.
Notably, Chair Gensler has suggested that such platforms should register as national securities
exchanges (“NSEs”), rather than alternative trading systems (“ATSs”).40 But existing NSE regulation does
not contemplate the existence of, or need for, disintermediated trading. Exchanges require membership to
trade directly, and such membership is available only to broker-dealers.41 Moreover, methods of trading
securities outside of a NSE—either on ATSs or over the counter (“OTC”)—also require the use of a
broker-dealer. ATSs are themselves registered as broker-dealers while OTC trading is facilitated by a
network of broker-dealers. None of these models is designed to accommodate direct investor access to a
trading venue, which is wholly inconsistent with the current models of digital asset trading and inserts
unnecessary layers of intermediation.

Another challenge with Chair Gensler’s approach is that it does not contemplate the side-by-side trading,
on the same platform, of digital assets securities and digital assets that are not securities. This is
problematic because trading in digital assets that are securities would entail trading many  that are not.
Unlike traditional securities, which are typically purchased using fiat currency, given the 24/7 trading
market, digital assets are often traded for digitally native currencies such as stablecoins, or a
cryptocurrency like Bitcoin, which is a commodity. For example, a trader might buy U.S. dollar-backed
stablecoins and then use these assets as a store of value for purchases of various other digital assets.
We anticipate, given existing practices and preferences in the market, that investors in digital asset
securities would buy those assets in the same way, using a stablecoin or other digital store of value.

To register as an exchange, a person must first meet the definition of “exchange”—including that it brings
together purchasers and sellers of securities.42 Its registration must also be approved by the Commission,
which must consider, by statute, whether the exchange is “so organized and has the capacity to be able
to carry out the purposes of the Exchange Act.”43 Facilitating the trading of non-security digital assets,
such as Bitcoin, has not yet been recognized as furthering the purposes of the Exchange Act.  For a
platform to register as a securities exchange, while also listing non-securities digital assets, the
Commission may need to clarify that registered exchanges may facilitate trading in both security and

43 Exchange Act § 6(b)(1).

42 Exchange Act § 3(a)(1).

41 Under Section 6(c) of the Exchange Act, only registered broker-dealers may be admitted as members of a
national securities exchange. Further, under Section 6(b) and 19(g), national securities exchanges are self-regulatory
organizations (“SROs”), and are required to enforce their member broker-dealers’ compliance with the securities
laws. As they currently operate and under current law, it is not clear that digital asset trading platforms could comply
with these requirements, nor is it clear there is a regulatory benefit of requiring that they restructure to do so.

40 Gary Gensler, Prepared Remarks of Gary Gensler On Crypto Markets Penn Law Capital Markets Association
Annual Conference (Apr. 4, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/gensler-remarks-crypto-markets-040422.
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non-security digital assets. Finally, securities on NSEs do not currently trade 24/7, but open and close
each day through an auction process on their listing venue. They must also comply with a number of
other regulations, including most notably Regulation NMS, that may require clarification before they can
be easily applied to digital asset securities exchanges. Regulation NMS, for example, assumes the
existence of a national market for each listed security, and imposes a number of requirements to
harmonize pricing and fees across venues. Digital assets, however, trade on a global scale, with
around-the-clock trading.  It is not clear how various provisions of these rules would work in a global, 24/7
market.

Key questions for the Commission to consider and seek public input on:

21) Recognizing the difficulties in determining which digital assets should be properly classified as
securities under existing legal tests,44 should a platform be permitted to register with the SEC as a
national securities exchange on the basis that some of the assets on the platform may be securities,
without making a definitive determination with regard to any particular asset?

22) If an asset-by-asset determination must be made, should a single platform be permitted to register
with the SEC for trading both security and non-security digital assets?

a) Could such a platform meet the definition of “exchange,” and be organized to carry out the
purposes of the Exchange Act, even for the non-securities?

b) Would its rules relating to non-securities be subject to the same requirements as those relating to
securities?

c) Would the Commission provide exchanges with legal certainty regarding its security versus
non-security determinations?

23) Could a national securities exchange facilitating trading in digital asset securities be permitted to
follow the typical non-intermediary model used by existing non-security digital asset exchanges?45

a) If intermediaries are required:

i) How would this impact the viability of these platforms, particularly given the challenges of
operating a broker-dealer for digital asset securities?46

ii) Would the introduction of intermediaries potentially result in increased fees for consumers?

iii) How could the introduction of new digital asset trading technologies provide better investor
protections? How should the Commission consider these potential benefits as part of any
rulemaking?

b) If intermediaries are not required:

46 See infra Section  VI.B.

45 As discussed in Section  IV.A below, this model is critical to the operation of digital asset markets and an
improvement from traditional market structures.

44 See supra Section  I.
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i) How would traditional exchange responsibilities, such as operating as an SRO, apply in the
context of non-broker-dealer (including retail) users?

ii) Would more limited regulatory requirements, such as engaging in market surveillance as an
operator of the market, be more appropriate?

24) Would the SEC permit a digital asset security exchange to list digital asset securities that are also
traded on unregulated platforms, notwithstanding its Section 6(b)(5) concerns raised in the spot
Bitcoin ETF context?

a) If not, and given the ease in operating an unregulated trading platform and supporting digital
asset securities thereon, would such a prohibition have the practical effect of applying to virtually
all digital asset securities, and thereby harm investors by depriving them of any regulated
platforms to acquire such assets?

25) Would the full scope of NSE requirements apply to an exchange trading digital asset securities? If so:

a) What would be the appropriate listing standards for digital asset securities? Existing listing
standards typically consider, among other things, quantitative and qualitative standards that are
more relevant for corporate securities than digital asset securities.

b) Could any national securities exchange grant unlisted trading privileges to a digital asset security
listed on another exchange?

c) The rules of NSEs generally require that all transactions effected on the exchange be cleared
through a registered clearing agency; would this be required for digital asset securities? See also
Section  IV.D.

d) How would the various NMS plans apply?

i) Should there be different NMS plans specifically designed and more appropriate for digital
asset securities?

ii) Would the SROs need to amend their Consolidated Audit Trail rules to contemplate digital
asset securities?

e) Would Regulation SCI apply? How would its references to “industry standards” be
interpreted—as applying to the traditional securities industry or the digital asset industry?

26) Would digital asset securities traded on an exchange be deemed NMS securities, and therefore NMS
stock? NMS stock is defined as any NMS security (generally all exchange-listed securities) other than
an option. If so:

a) How would the various requirements under Regulation NMS, which are designed for traditional
corporate stock and shares of stock, apply?

b) Would there be a national best bid and offer (“NBBO”) for a digital asset security?

c) Given 24/7 markets, should non-U.S. trading platforms be included in the NBBO?
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d) What would constitute a “round lot” under Regulation NMS, where digital asset securities are not
measured in “shares?” Would all orders for and transactions in digital assets that are investment
contracts be “odd lots” and thus excluded from various aspects of Regulation NMS?

e) How would Rule 611—i.e., the Order Protection Rule, which generally prohibits
“trade-throughs”—and the relevant exceptions apply?

f) What data would be required to be reported to the tape as “core data”?

g) How would the various other reporting requirements, such as under Rules 605 and 606, which
contemplate shares of stock, apply?

h) What pricing increment(s) would be permitted under Rule 612, which prohibits sub-penny
quotations for stocks priced at $1.00 or more per share?

27) How would Regulation SHO apply?

a) Would exchange-listed digital asset investment contracts be considered equity securities for
purposes of Rule 200(g), Rule 203, and Rule 204?

b) Would exchange-listed digital asset investment contracts be “covered securities,” by virtue of
being “NMS stocks,” for purposes of Rule 201?

IV. Custody of Digital Asset Securities

A. Digital Asset Trading Platforms

One of the most significant innovations of digital assets is the ability to conduct “real-time” or T+0
settlement. Existing regulations regarding the custody of securities, however, make it impossible to realize
this considerable benefit. While custody rules for traditional securities are appropriately motivated by a
clear regulatory interest—ensuring that customers can rely on their assets being held securely—they
allow trades to settle on a T+2 timeframe. This delay permits third-party intermediaries to settle
transactions. But if the settlement timeframe is compressed to seconds, reliance on third parties becomes
impossible.

Traditional securities are typically held on behalf of investors by a custodial bank or broker-dealer
(themselves holding through the Depository Trust Company). This facilitates post-trade settlement
through existing channels and permits an investor to centralize their cash and securities with third-party
custodians, making trading on multiple venues more capital-efficient. However, it means that real-time
settlement (i.e., “t-zero” settlement) is not possible given that the third-party custodians must facilitate
post-trade settlement.

The structure of existing digital asset trading platforms is different. Real-time settlement is expected
because it is inherent to blockchain technology. Transfers of digital assets do not require intermediaries.
But in order to provide real-time settlement off-chain, existing digital asset trading platforms must settle
transactions on their own books—as opposed to the books of third-party custodians. Digital asset trading
platforms can only settle transactions on their own books if they custody the digital assets themselves,
which explains the difference in market structure.
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The need to provide custody services to customers means that digital asset trading platforms may wish to
register as a broker-dealer, or register an affiliate as a broker-dealer.47 For the real-time settlement model
to work, all users of the platform would in turn be required to custody their assets with that custodian,
through the same broker-dealer. Once again, existing rules present a roadblock.

First, real-time settlement means that clearing is not necessary. Clearing exists because there is a risk
that, between the time the trade is made and when it settles, one party may fail to deliver either the
money or the assets. That risk diminishes as the time lag disappears.  Without the risk created by the
time lag between execution and settlement, many of the rules related to clearing may not be necessary.
On the other hand, new rules may be required to account for a unique feature of the blockchain—that
entries are immutable. Whereas traditional markets can unwind transactions that are completed in error,
fraudulently, or without proper authorization, this is not possible with digital asset securities. Reversing a
transaction would require a new transaction.

The direct-trading model, and its need for exchange-based custody, also raises questions under Section
6(b)(2) of the Exchange Act, the “fair access” rule.  This rule generally requires exchanges to allow any
broker-dealer to become a member. This requirement may prohibit a digital asset security exchange from
limiting membership to that one broker-dealer (i.e., itself or its affiliate). The alternative, admitting several
broker-dealers as members that each separately handle custody of its own customers’ securities, again
prevents real-time settlement because it would require the introduction of post-trade netting and a
clearing agency (to settle all of the trades of the various brokers).  If digital asset platforms register as
exchanges, they must, under current rules, allow other brokers to access the platform. This requirement
has the effect of requiring clearing, and therefore eliminating the ability to effectuate real-time settlement,
which was the purpose of the exchange custodying assets in the first place.

Additionally the SEC has traditionally been hesitant to allow an exchange, or an affiliate of an exchange,
to act as a full-service broker for customers on the exchange because of (i) the potential unfair advantage
that one broker-dealer would have, and (ii) conflicts of interest the exchange would face in regulating its
affiliated broker-dealer member.48 When there are only a handful of large exchanges, these concerns are
valid.  In the digital assets markets, however, because trading platforms also serve as custodians and

48 See, e.g., Order Approving Proposed Rule Change by the Pacific Exchange, Inc., as Amended, and Notice of
Filing and Order Granting Accelerated Approval to Amendment Nos. 4 and 5 Concerning the Establishment of the
Archipelago Exchange as the Equities Trading Facility of PCX Equities, Inc., Exchange Act Release No. 44983  (Oct,
25, 2001) (“The Commission recognizes that the potential for unfair discrimination may be heightened if a national
securities exchange or its affiliate owns or operates a broker dealer. This is because the financial interests of the
national securities exchange may conflict with its responsibilities as an SRO regarding the affiliated broker-dealer. For
this reason, the national securities exchange must not serve as the self-regulatory organization that is primarily
responsible for examining its affiliated broker-dealer.  Moreover, a conflict of interest would arise if the national
securities exchange (or an affiliate) provided advantages to its broker-dealer that are not available to other members,
or provided a feature to all members that was designed to give its broker-dealer a special advantage”). The
Commission has also required national securities exchanges to implement rules prohibiting such exchanges from
being affiliated with a broker-dealer member without prior SEC approval. See, e.g., New York Stock Exchange Rule
2B; Nasdaq Stock Market, General Rule 2, Section 4(a); Cboe BZX Exchange Rule 2.10.

47 Although “mere custody” of securities, on its own, may not itself require a firm to register as a broker-dealer,
the Commission and its Staff have regularly viewed custody combined with transaction execution or other services as
potentially requiring registration under Section 15(a). See, e.g., Transfer Online, SEC Denial of No-Action Request
(May 3, 2000) (transfer agent may be subject to broker-dealer registration when, in addition to custody services, it
brings buyers and sellers of securities together, receiving a fee based on the completion of a transaction); M&A
Brokers, SEC No-Action Letter (Jan. 31, 2014); GlobalTec Solutions, LLP, SEC No-Action Letter (Dec. 28, 2005);
Swiss American Securities, Inc., Streetline, Inc., SEC No-Action Letter (in each case, granting relief from
broker-dealer registration where the proposed services did not also include custodying investors funds or securities).
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because most trades occur directly, without an intermediary, the competition for customers is between
exchanges, not between brokers.  This structure, in which customers trade directly on the platform, also
significantly mutes any risk that a platform could provide undue advantage to its own broker-dealer; the
broker and the platform operate as one service for the customer.  It is a fundamentally different business
model and therefore presents a different set of risks, necessitating a different regulatory regime.

Key questions for the Commission to consider and seek public input on:

28) Can a digital asset securities exchange provide custody of digital asset securities without also being
subject to registration as a broker-dealer?

29) If broker-dealer registration would be required, would a digital asset securities exchange be permitted
to limit membership to one affiliated broker-dealer?

30) Would a digital asset securities exchange be permitted to custody both digital asset securities and
non-security digital assets?

31) Given the differences in business models between traditional securities markets and digital asset
markets, what risks might be presented by a digital securities trading platform that do not exist for
traditional platforms or exchanges?  What risks exist for traditional trading venues that would not exist
for digital asset security trading venues?

B. Broker-Dealers

Custody rules present a second major hurdle for digital asset securities markets.  As noted above,
custody requirements embrace the traditional intermediated model, and provide detailed requirements for
how intermediaries may safeguard customer assets, making them difficult to apply to digital asset
markets.  But these requirements are based on the assumption that assets–or more accurately the proof
that a person holds the asset–takes a certain physical form.  Proof of ownership of digital assets is
represented differently.  The Commission has not yet put forward a workable means of achieving the
regulatory goal of broker-dealer custody rules: ensuring that customer assets are securely held while
facilitating the trading in which customers wish to engage.

Rule 15c3-3, known as the “Customer Protection Rule,” is central to this issue. The rule requires that a
broker-dealer maintain “physical possession” or “control” over customers’ fully paid and excess margin
securities in particular ways set out in the rule, such as by holding the paper security certificate (physical
possession) or holding through a bank or clearing agency (control). Rule 15c3-3, originally adopted in
1972, does not list holding blockchain private keys as a permitted method of physical possession or
control, and the SEC Staff’s general position has been that holding blockchain private keys does not
qualify as good physical possession or control.49

Rather, the staff has suggested that broker-dealers effectively must avoid becoming subject to the rule, by
only facilitating transactions in digital asset securities that do not involve the broker-dealer maintaining
custody.50 Furthermore, even though, by its terms, Rule 15c3-3 applies to cash and securities, the Staff

50 Id.

49 SEC, Joint Staff Statement on Broker-Dealer Custody of Digital Asset Securities (July 8, 2019),
https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/joint-staff-statement-broker-dealer-custody-digital-asset-securities (the
“Joint Staff Statement”).
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has suggested that broker-dealers would be required to comply with the possession or control obligations
even when custodying digital assets that are not securities.

The SEC has attempted to provide a path forward.  These attempts, however, are time-limited, not
enshrined in final rules, and have ultimately proved not to be workable. In September 2020, the SEC Staff
approved a process by which ATSs could facilitate transactions in digital asset securities, where custody
is maintained by a third-party custodian (the “Three-Step No-Action Letter”),51 and in December 2020, the
Commission released a time-limited conditional no-action position related to broker-dealer custody of
digital assets (the “Commission No-Action Position”).52 Both documents required significant limitations on
the business activities of broker-dealers who custody digital assets, and do not present a workable
solution.  We are not aware of any firms that have sought to rely on the Commission no-action position.
As a result, even if a digital asset security exchange were to adopt a broker-intermediated model, there
appear to be no broker-dealers that could act as members because of Rule 15c3-3 and the limitations of
the SEC’s current “special purpose” digital asset security custody position.53

As part of issuing its December 2020 no-action position, the Commission requested comment from the
public on its approach.54 Despite receiving dozens of comment letters in response to its request, the
Commission has not revised its position or used these comments to inform rulemaking.55 We urge the
Commission to reengage on this issue to find a workable solution that provides robust customer
protection while also enabling investors to access the digital asset securities markets.

Broker-dealers are also subject to Rule 15c3-1, known as the “Net Capital Rule.” The Net Capital Rule is
designed to ensure that broker-dealers maintain sufficient unencumbered, liquid capital available at all
times to satisfy customer claims promptly. A broker-dealer’s net capital is calculated by starting with its
net worth under generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”),56 and then making various
adjustments prescribed by the rule, in particular, deducting non-allowable assets such as those not readily
convertible into cash.57 While customer assets custodied by a broker-dealer are typically not recorded on
a broker-dealer’s balance sheet, recent SEC Staff guidance (“SAB 121”)58 announced the SEC
accounting Staff’s view that certain entities that hold custody of customers’ digital assets should account
for their obligation to safeguard the digital assets by recording (i) a liability on their balance sheet for their
obligation to return the digital assets, and (ii) an offsetting asset “similar in nature to an indemnification
asset,” but “separate and distinct from the crypto-asset itself”—i.e., essentially a “stub” accounting entry.59

While by its terms aimed at issuers of securities and SEC reporting companies, it is not clear the extent to
which the SEC Staff would view SAB 121 as applicable to broker-dealers that hold custody of digital asset

59 Id. at n.8.
58 SEC, Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 121, https://www.sec.gov/oca/staff-accounting-bulletin-121.
57 See Exchange Act Rule 15c3-1(c)(2)(iv).
56 See Exchange Act Rule 15c3-1(c)(2) and Interp. /01.

55 SEC, SEC Policy Statement: Custody of Digital Asset Securities by Special Purpose Broker-Dealers (last
modified May 3, 2022), https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-25-20/s72520.htm.

54 Commission No-Action Position, supra note 46 at 16–17.

53 See, e.g., Hester M. Peirce, Statement, In the Matter of Poloniex, LLC (Aug. 9, 2021),
https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/pierce-statement-poloniex-080921 (noting the limited usefulness of the
SEC’s no-action relief).

52 Custody of Digital Asset Securities by Special Purpose Broker-Dealers, Exchange Act Release No. 34-90788,
86 Fed. Reg. 11,627 (effective Apr. 27, 2021), https://www.sec.gov/rules/policy/2020/34-90788.pdf.

51 FINRA, SEC No-Action Letter at 2 (Sept. 25,
2020), https://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/mr-noaction/2020/finra-ats-role-in-settlement-of-digital-asset-security-
trades-09252020.pdf.
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securities for customers, where those broker-dealers are not issuers or reporting companies.60 If SAB 121
applies to a broker-dealer’s financial accounting, all digital assets and digital asset securities custodied by
a broker-dealer for its customers would be added to the broker-dealer’s liabilities, thus decreasing the
broker-dealer’s net worth under GAAP. And on the other side of the balance sheet, although the
broker-dealer would be able to add some type of offsetting stub asset entry, such an asset would likely be
deemed “not readily convertible into cash” under the Net Capital Rule, as there is no market for this
accounting stub. For purposes of computing a broker-dealer’s net capital, therefore, its liabilities would
increase by the fair value of the digital asset securities held in custody, while its allowable assets would
not increase by a corresponding amount. Accordingly, for every dollar worth of digital asset securities
custodied, the broker-dealer would have a dollar reduction in its net capital, which the broker-dealer would
need to replace with allowable assets. In effect, the parent company of the broker-dealer would need to
contribute a dollar of cash as additional equity into the broker-dealer for every dollar worth of digital asset
security custodied by the broker-dealer. Such a business model would, of course, be non-economic and
unsustainable, and no broker-dealers would be able to offer custody services in digital asset securities.

Key questions for the Commission to consider and seek public input on:

32) Is it practical for digital asset security trading platforms to operate in a non-custodial manner as
suggested by the Joint Staff Statement or the Three-Step No-Action Letter?

33) How should “possession” and “control” be understood with regard to custody of digital asset
securities?

34) Should banks or trust companies, to the extent permitted to provide custody services pursuant to their
applicable regulatory regime, be eligible to act as “good control locations” through which
broker-dealers could maintain custody of their customers’ digital asset securities (and non-security
digital assets) in compliance with Rule 15c3-3?

a) Under the existing Customer Protection Rule, banks can serve as good control locations for
securities under Rule 15c3-3;61 is there any basis to treat digital asset securities custodied with a
bank differently?

35) How should Rule 15c3-3 be amended to explicitly consider its application to digital assets?

36) What protections or structures would be appropriate to adequately protect customers in the event of
the insolvency of a broker-dealer that custodies digital assets for customers (whether securities or
not)?

37) Should non-security digital assets be subject to Rule 15c3-3 at all, given that they are neither cash
nor securities?

38) What best practices exist for the custodying of digital assets that should be adopted as requirements
through securities regulation?

39) What benefits does distributed ledger technology offer with respect to transparency of transaction
activity that might address risks addressed through regulation for traditional securities?  What new

61 Exchange Act Rule 15c3-3(c)(5).

60 SAB 121 by its terms applies to “crypto-assets,” which would appear to include digital asset securities, as SAB
121 defines the term broadly as “digital asset[s] that [are] issued and/or transferred using distributed ledger or
blockchain technology using cryptographic techniques.” Id. at n.3.
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risks does the technology introduce regarding mistaken or unauthorized transactions, and how can
these risks be mitigated through regulation?

40) How should Rule 15c3-1 be amended to explicitly consider its application to digital assets, including
with regards to digital assets held by customers, in inventory, or used as collateral?

41) If a broker-dealer holds custody of digital asset securities, would SAB 121 apply to the broker-dealer’s
capital requirement calculations? If SAB 121 does apply:

a) Would the SEC consider adjusting net capital calculations under Rule 15c3-1 so that
broker-dealers with material custody business are not effectively prevented from meeting their net
capital requirements?

42) Would the SEC permit the offsetting stub asset to be allowable for purposes of a broker-dealer’s net
capital, even though it may not be readily convertible into cash?

C. Requirement for and Role of Transfer Agents

Distributed ledger technology provides an unchangeable record of transactions, visible to all.  This could
revolutionize how transfer agents can facilitate securities trades.  Before the advent of blockchain
technology, there was no way to ensure that transactions were recorded accurately and records were
properly maintained without the use of third parties. To facilitate the traditional intermediated market
structure, transfer agents were established to record changes of ownership, maintain the issuer’s security
holder records, cancel and issue certificates, and distribute dividends. Some transfer agents are required
to be registered with the SEC, or if the transfer agent is a bank, with a bank regulatory agency.
Blockchain technology offers to improve this process, performing most if not all of these tasks, with limited
labor costs, and without the risks of human error.

It is not clear, however, that existing rules will permit the use of this new technology. We understand that
the Commission has only been willing to approve offerings of securities involving a transfer agent where
that transfer agent has ultimate control over the official stockholder registry of a security, including the
ability to unilaterally make changes to it (e.g., per a court order or to correct errors).62 Based on
structures that have been approved, it appears that the SEC has not permitted a registered transfer agent
to look to a blockchain as its official stockholder registry, and has required that the transfer agent know
the identity of each registered owner.63 This position prevents the securities markets from realizing the
efficiencies offered by the new blockchain technology, harming investors, markets, and issuers alike.

Key questions for the Commission to consider and seek public input on:

43) Is a transfer agent necessary for digital asset securities, where records of ownership, at least
pseudonymously, are publicly available?

63 See id.

62 See, e.g., Arca U.S. Treasury Fund, Form N-2,
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1758583/000121465920005869/s624200n2a2.htm (“Although records of
peer-to-peer transactions are viewable on Ethereum, record and beneficial ownership of the Fund’s shares is
reflected on the records of DTAC, LLC, the Fund’s transfer agent (the ‘Transfer Agent’). The Transfer Agent is
regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission (‘SEC’). The Transfer Agent’s records constitute the official
shareholder records of the Fund and govern the record ownership of ArCoins in all circumstances.”).
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44) How may a person properly act as a transfer agent of a digital asset security, given the nature of
blockchain-based assets?

45) Are there circumstances under which a registered transfer agent should be able to look to the
blockchain as its official records?

D. Clearing Agency Status of Blockchains

There is currently uncertainty surrounding whether the blockchain, the nodes, miners, or validators on the
blockchain, or others involved in facilitating the blockchain, are acting as a “clearing agency” and subject
to registration with the SEC.  A person who engages in “clearing” activities must generally register with
the SEC as a clearing agency.  A person is a “clearing agency” if, among other things, it acts as an
“intermediary in making payments or deliveries or both in connection with transactions in securities,” it
“acts as a custodian of securities in connection with a system for the central handling of” fungible
securities, or it “otherwise permits or facilitates the settlement of securities transactions . . . without
physical delivery of securities certificates.”64

Given the functionality of various components of blockchain technology, it is possible that any or all of
these components may be erroneously labeled “clearing agencies.”  Because a blockchain and each of its
components operates without central control, it is not clear how it or any part of it could register as a
clearing agency.  Nor is the relevance or workability of clearing agency rules evident in the context of
digital asset trading occurring on blockchain technology.  Many of the rules applicable to clearing
agencies are designed to ensure that there is clarity regarding how trades are settled, ensuring it
operates fairly and in good faith with respect to all parties, and establishing it as a means of promoting
compliance throughout the market.  Once again, blockchain technology is specifically designed to mitigate
many of the risks that regulation of clearing agencies is intended to address, such as ensuring trades
settle, in an open, transparent, and provably final way.  Therefore, not only is it unclear how the
blockchain or other similar technology could register, it is not clear that the rules applicable to clearing
agencies are needed with respect to digital asset securities.

Key questions for the Commission to consider and seek public input on:

46) Does the Commission view a blockchain on which digital asset securities may be transferred to be
acting as a clearing agency?  What risks does a blockchain present that would justify the application
of these regulations?  What risks does a blockchain mitigate that are presented by traditional clearing
agencies?  What new risks does blockchain present?

47) If so, who would be required to register? Each node, miner, or validator? A group representing them?
Would this be practical, considering the often highly distributed nature of nodes, miners, and
validators?

a) How would nodes, miners and validators satisfy the requirements to assure fair representation of
their members and participants in the selection of their directors and the administration of their
affairs, particularly where there are no formalized members, participants, or directors?65

65 Exchange Act § 17A(b)(3)(C).

64 Exchange Act § 3(a)(23).
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b) Would nodes, miners, and validators be required to become SROs like other clearing agencies?66

If so, would changes to the network require filings with and approval by the SEC under Rule
19b-4?

c) Would nodes, miners, and validators be required to establish, implement, maintain and enforce
the detailed written policies and procedures mandated by Exchange Act Rule 17Ad-22(e)?

d) Would Regulation SCI apply to nodes, miners, and validators?67 How would its references to
“industry standards” be interpreted—as applying to the traditional securities industry or the digital
asset industry?

e) Would nodes, miners, and validators be subject to examination by the Office of Compliance
Inspections and Examinations’ Office of Clearance and Settlement?

48) Given the typical permissionless nature of blockchains, how could registration be effected or
enforced?

49) Could a broker-dealer or exchange facilitate trading of a digital asset security that could, or must, be
settled over a blockchain that is not registered as a clearing agency?

50) In light of the difficulties described above with any potential registration, would the Commission offer a
class exemptive order excluding blockchains from clearing agency registration? What conditions
would be appropriate?

V. Necessary Preconditions to Rulemaking

The questions and challenges in this petition highlight the difficult and complex legal, policy, and technical
considerations relating to the application of the existing federal securities law regime to digital asset
securities. To properly weigh the costs and benefits raised by digital asset security activities, and to
understand the market, practices, and needs of investors and market participants, the SEC should
engage with all relevant stakeholders to inform the rulemaking we suggest above. We believe the
Commission should take the following steps:

First, the SEC needs to seek input from market participants.  The SEC has not yet obtained widespread
public input, as it frequently does for novel and significant rulemakings. Rather, to date, the SEC has
primarily engaged through non-public, bilateral discussions with particular industry members, or through
enforcement investigations. It also does not appear that the SEC has engaged with, or solicited input
from, retail investors. There is also no representation from the digital asset community on the Investor
Advisory Committee or any of the SEC’s other advisory committees.

The Commission has frequently used requests for comment, concept releases, advisory committees, and
public roundtables to obtain useful public input prior to proposing specific rulemaking items. For example,
the SEC first solicited public comment on climate disclosure in March 2021, a full year before proposing
climate disclosure rules and, similarly, the SEC issued a concept release on the harmonization of
securities offering exemptions in 2019, over a year before adopting rules.68 The SEC has also pursued

68 Acting Chair Allison Herren Lee, Public Input Welcomed on Climate Change Disclosures (Mar. 15, 2021),
https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/lee-climate-change-disclosures; SEC, The Enhancement and
Standardization of Climate-Related Disclosures for Investors (Mar. 21, 2022),

67 17 CFR 242.1000 (including registered clearing agencies in the definition of “SCI SROs”).
66 Exchange Act § 3(a)(28).
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these forms of public engagement to obtain information about many other areas of potential rulemaking,
including with regard to equity market structure, fixed income market structure, transfer agent regulation,
“proxy plumbing,” and emerging market considerations, among others. Banking regulators have similarly
solicited public input on digital assets, for example by issuing requests for information.69

One of the key reasons to conduct public outreach is to ensure that the rules proposed will actually
function as intended when put into practice.  Given the considerable differences in how digital assets
operate, such input would help the Commission to understand the risks and how best to mitigate them.
Thoughtful digital asset security rulemaking will require input from professionals with a deep technical
expertise in the operation of digital assets and markets.

Second, the SEC’s approach to digital asset regulation should be informed by ongoing developments in
the executive and legislative branches. The Biden Administration has commissioned a number of reports
on digital assets from various agencies in its March 2022 Executive Order,70 and this work has only just
begun. The Commission itself is requested to contribute to two of these reports, and the knowledge that
the Commission gains through this process will be critical to any Commission rulemaking. Congress is
also actively working on legislation that could materially affect the regulatory landscape.71

Third, coordination between the SEC and other agencies, most notably the CFTC, is critical. CFTC
Commissioner Pham and SEC Commissioner Peirce have recently recommended such joint
collaboration, noting that “crypto is still early in its development,” and such cooperation “would benefit the
capital markets, not just the crypto markets.”72

* * *

The core question is how best to achieve the SEC’s mission and promote the innovation and application
of digital assets and blockchain technology within the capital markets and our economy more broadly.
How best to regulate digital asset securities raises complex and novel issues, and will require thoughtful

72 Caroline D. Pham and Hester M. Peirce, Making progress on decentralized regulation — It’s time to talk about
crypto together (May 26, 2022),
https://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/3503277-making-progress-on-decentralized-regulation-its-time-to-talk-about-c
rypto-together/ (“As an initial step, we are calling on our agencies to hold a joint set of public roundtables to evaluate
recent market events and risks, and to discuss how to regulate crypto responsibly. These roundtables would be open
to the public, and panelists would include crypto users, investor and customer advocates, industry members, and
other regulators. The goal would be to assess whether new regulations are necessary to protect the public and the
markets, how existing regulations might be modernized to better account for innovation, and how technology is likely
to reshape our markets. We could start with topics such as digital asset trading platforms, crypto derivatives,
stablecoins, decentralized finance, and the balance between privacy and anti-money laundering measures.”).

71 See, e.g., Lummis-Gillibrand Responsible Financial Innovation Act (released June 7, 2022),
https://www.lummis.senate.gov/wp-content/uploads/Lummis-Gillibrand-Responsible-Financial-Innovation-Act-Final.pd
f.

70 Biden Administration, Executive Order on Ensuring Responsible Development of Digital Assets (March 9,
2022),
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2022/03/09/executive-order-on-ensuring-responsible-d
evelopment-of-digital-assets/.

69 FDIC, FDIC Issues Request for Information on Digital Assets (May 17, 2021),
https://www.fdic.gov/news/press-releases/2021/pr21046.html.

https://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2022/33-11042.pdf; SEC, Concept Release on Harmonization of Securities
Offering Exemptions (June 18, 2019), https://www.sec.gov/rules/concept/2019/33-10649.pdf (Concept Release;
Request for Comment); SEC, Facilitating Capital Formation and Expanding Investment Opportunities by Improving
Access to Capital in Private Markets (Nov. 2, 2020), https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2020/33-10884.pdf (Final Rule).
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and rigorous engagement with all stakeholders. We appreciate the opportunity to provide input to the
Commission on these important matters and hope the Commission will seek broad public input on how
digital asset securities markets can be appropriately regulated in a manner that facilitates investor
protection, capital formation, and efficient markets with the integrity investors and other market
participants have come to expect. For that reason, we respectfully petition the Commission to solicit
broader input from the public to address all relevant questions and challenges related to the regulation of
digital asset securities with the goal of informing an important rulemaking on this subject.  As noted
above, we are committed to this endeavor as well, and expect to submit our thoughts on how to address
some of these challenges in a series of follow-up responses to this petition.

We would be pleased to answer any questions the Commission or its Staff may have regarding our
petition. We appreciate the Commission’s continuing attention to this important matter and for allowing us
an opportunity to present our views.

Sincerely,

Paul Grewal

Chief Legal Officer

Coinbase Global, Inc.

cc:
Hon. Gary Gensler, Chair
Hon. Hester Peirce, Commissioner
Hon. Caroline Crenshaw, Commissioner
Hon. Mark Uyeda, Commissioner
Hon. Jaime Lizárraga, Commissioner
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Appendix

A Brief Overview of Howey and Reves

Howey

Whether an instrument constitutes an “investment contract” is determined by reference to
a test articulated by the Supreme Court in SEC v. W.J. Howey Co.73 In 1946, the Supreme
Court articulated the Howey test in a case involving speculative investments by purely
financially motivated parties in a Florida citrus grove profit-generating enterprise—activity
plainly within the scope of the federal securities laws. The Court held that the investments
amounted to “investment contracts” and thus “securities” because they involved each of
the following features:

�1� an investment of money;

�2� in a common enterprise;

�3� made with a reasonable expectation of profits; and

�4� based predominantly upon the entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of the
promoter or other third parties.74

In analyzing whether a particular instrument is an investment contract, the Supreme Court
has emphasized that “form should be disregarded for substance and the emphasis should
be on economic reality.”75 The SEC has adopted a similar position, indicating that
“[d]etermining whether a transaction involves a security does not turn on labelling . . . but
instead requires an assessment of the economic realities underlying a transaction . . . . All
of the relevant facts and circumstances are considered in making that determination.”76 An
asset must meet each requirement of the Howey test to be an investment contract.

Reves

The Reves test was articulated by the Supreme Court in 1990 to interpret the term “any
note.” It is unreasonable to think Congress intended to apply federal securities regulation to
every “note”—otherwise a homeowner would have to file a registration statement with the
SEC when signing a mortgage note and could only refinance that note through a
broker-dealer. Accordingly, the Court laid out a test that considers:

76 In re Munchee, Inc., Securities Act Release No. 10445, at 9 (Dec. 11, 2017).

75 United Housing Found., Inc. v. Forman, 421 U.S. 837, 848–49 (1975) (internal quotation marks and
citations omitted).

74 Id. (“The test [for an investment contract] is whether the scheme involves an investment of money in a
common enterprise with profits to come solely from the efforts of others.”); see also Int’l Bhd. of Teamsters,
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen & Helpers of Am. v. Daniel, 439 U.S. 551, 558–62 (1979); SEC v. Edwards, 540
U.S. 389, 393 (2004).

73 328 U.S. 293, 301 (1946).



�1� the motivations of the buyer and seller;

�2� the plan of distribution of the instrument;

�3� the reasonable expectations of the investing public; and

�4� the presence of an alternative regulatory or other risk-reducing regime.77

Unlike the Howey test, which requires satisfaction of each of its requirements for an asset
to be deemed a security, the Reves test is simply a set of factors that a court should
consider in making its decision, with no one factor being dispositive or entitled to a
particular weighting.

77 Reves v. Ernst & Young, 494 U.S. 56, 66–67 (1990).
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December 6, 2022

Vanessa A. Countryman
Secretary
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549-1090

Re: Petition for Rulemaking – Digital Asset Issuer Registration and Reporting

Dear Ms. Countryman:

Coinbase Global, Inc. (“Coinbase”) is filing a comment in response to our July 21, 2022 petition
for rulemaking on digital asset securities Regulation (“Petition'').

As we explained in our Petition, the U.S. does not currently have a functioning market for crypto
securities, and in particular investment contracts involving digital assets (“ICDAs”). A key
inhibitor to such a market is the lack of a workable set of regulatory requirements for prospective
digital asset issuers to register offerings deemed to involve an investment contract and make
corresponding disclosures in compliance with securities laws. Issuers and investors would
benefit from clear rules adapted to ICDAs that promote compliance and foster safe and
transparent practices, including by providing investors with information material to evaluating
ICDAs.

In our comment today, we propose a framework (attached as an appendix) designed to achieve
this. If implemented, we believe it would create a reasonable and clear path for digital asset
developers to raise capital from U.S. investors, provide a disclosure foundation to make ICDAs
eligible for trading through SEC-registered intermediaries and platforms, and thus create the
necessary economic incentive for a vibrant secondary market in digital asset securities with
strong investor protections.

Our views are based on our extensive work with digital asset development teams and years of
making asset listing decisions based on legal, compliance, and information security
considerations. As we explain in more detail below, the needs of ICDA investors differ
substantially from investors in traditional securities because the purpose of ICDAs and the
manner in which an ICDA issuer typically offers digital assets is substantially different than an
initial public offering of traditional securities. Accounting for these differences in an appropriately
tailored registration and reporting regime would better protect investors, provide workable
guidance to issuers, and give the SEC greater insight into the health and viability of the market
itself.
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Digital Assets – And ICDAs – Are Different

Although federal securities laws have recognized “investment contracts” since 1933, SEC rules
focus primarily on traditional debt and equity, and do not address the unique features of
investment contracts. ICDAs, which incorporate distributions of digital assets, present an
additional layer of new features that do not exist in any other class of securities. Recognizing
that ICDAs are different from traditional securities is critical to establishing a proper regulatory
framework. Below we describe three properties of these assets that need to be accounted for in
order to establish a workable and effective registration and reporting regime.

1. Different information informs investment decisions

Investors in ICDAs require different information than what is found in traditional securities
disclosures for companies issuing debt and equity. Unlike an equity stake in a company, an
ICDA does not give the holder any residual economic interest in the issuer. So, while traditional
securities reflect the value of the issuer as a whole, and depend on the issuer’s financial
well-being, ICDAs reflect the value of a specific digital asset project, which can depend on
factors that are not specifically enumerated in securities disclosure requirements under
regulation S-K. These factors center on the technical details about the protocol or networks on
which the digital asset operates, how the code may be updated or changed, or how transactions
are validated. A principles-based disclosure approach for ICDA-specific disclosures can, to
some extent, accommodate these differences, but there is also an opportunity to organize and
report disclosures as a standardized schedule of decision-useful information. We provide
examples of how this could work in our proposed framework, which calls for disclosure of
information about the ICDA issuer, the investment contract, and the underlying digital asset.

2. Digital Assets Have Intrinsic Utility

An ICDA involves the sale of digital assets that are often designed to be used in exchange for
goods or services on a decentralized network. In contrast, traditional securities represent a
claim on the profitability of the corporate issuer, but otherwise have no intrinsic use or
consumptive value. For example, a share of Apple stock is not needed to operate an iPhone,
while digital assets are often needed to, among other things, execute smart contracts on
blockchain protocols and/or applications. In many cases, continuous operation of blockchain
protocols requires the programmatic distribution of digital assets, for example, as an economic
incentive or reward given to protocol participants for securing or validating transactions on a
blockchain. This utility makes a digital asset an integral part of the operation of the protocol
even if the ICDA separately also has the qualities of an investment. An important implication is
that the intrinsic utility of a digital asset can only be fully realized when they are held and used
outside the confines of a securities dealer, bank, or other qualified custodian. That is, using or
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transferring the underlying digital asset to access or transact over a good or service should not
be viewed as always involving a securities transaction.

3. Control Can Become Decentralized Over Time

One of the primary goals of many digital asset development teams is to eventually relinquish
control over their protocol to a community of users. In practice this means that after the project
is operational and reaches a critical mass of users, the team’s practical control over the live
protocol and digital asset diminishes significantly, if not entirely. An initial sponsor of the protocol
may dissolve or disaffiliate from the protocol initially (e.g., by relinquishing IP rights to a
separately managed and owned, arm’s length entity) or otherwise relinquish control gradually
over time.

Regardless of the path to decentralization, digital assets can live and thrive without their issuer.
In contrast, traditional securities like debt and equity are inextricably tied to the viability of an
issuer as a going concern.

Critically, for an ICDA, there comes a point where the original development team may not have
a unique ability to modify or influence the functionality of the digital asset or protocol and/or
application on which it functions. At this time, the development team is no longer in a position to
be the primary source of decision-useful information to digital asset holders. Indeed, once this
transition occurs, the information asymmetries that existing securities laws are designed to
alleviate disappear. Instead, the value of the digital asset, and implied return on capital from
holding it, flows from the use and efforts of a community of users. Therefore, after this point,
there is limited to no continued benefit to market participants in requiring the ICDA issuer to file
reports with the SEC.

Path to a Workable and Effective Registration and Reporting Framework

The unique features of ICDAs pose certain challenges to the existing securities law frameworks.
But these challenges are not insurmountable. Our proposed disclosure framework provides a
path for sale of ICDAs to the general public and to make the ICDAs eligible for trading through
SEC-registered intermediaries and platforms. Importantly, this framework accounts for the fact
that the goal of many ICDA issuers is to develop protocols or networks that eventually operate
without any ongoing effort on their part.

Our proposed framework for ICDAs depends on some overarching considerations.

● A principles-based approach to disclosures for ICDAs must be augmented with a publicly
disclosed, standardized set of requirements and expectations to facilitate a streamlined
issuance, trading, and reporting process – one that accommodates the practical realities
of small development teams that do not plan to grow into large organizations.
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● The disclosure regime must define an ex ante set of conditions whereby reporting is no
longer required. Without a specified exit process, there will not be sufficient incentive for
the vast majority of ICDA issuers to enter a US registration framework, driving innovation
offshore.

● The criteria for exiting SEC reporting following the issuance of an ICDA must be clear
enough that issuers can reasonably exit through a notice and self-certification process.
The trigger for exit should be the point at which the issuer is no longer exercising
essential managerial control over the project, or its ongoing involvement with the project
otherwise no longer meets the definition of an investment contract security.

● To enable use and consumption of digital assets underlying the ICDA at all times during
the protocol development, an issuance and reporting regime that enables secondary
market trading should not unduly impede the self custody, transfer, or use of the digital
assets.

● While our focus here is on issuer offers and sales of ICDAs and ongoing reporting, we
note that it is equally important for the SEC to develop a workable and effective
regulatory regime for trading platforms to transact in ICDAs, which similarly does not
exist today. Given that the SEC has consistently stated that SEC-registered platforms
cannot facilitate trading in digital asset securities not offered and sold pursuant either to
an effective registration statement or exemption from registration, providing a path
toward registration of ICDA offerings is a necessary prerequisite to compliant secondary
market trading. We refer to our petition on the broader set of issues and questions that
require action.

We are broadly encouraged by the statements the Chair has made about flexibility the
Commission could use to address digital asset disclosures, e.g.,:

“Given the nature of crypto investments, I recognize that it may be appropriate to be
flexible in applying existing disclosure requirements. Tailored disclosures exist elsewhere
— for example, asset-backed securities disclosure differs from that for equities.”78

It is in the spirit of this suggestion that we are proposing our framework.

Sincerely,

Paul Grewal
Chief Legal Officer
Coinbase Global, Inc.

78 https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/gensler-sec-speaks-090822#_ftnref12
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Appendix

Proposed ICDA Disclosure Framework
The proposal below would apply only to investment contracts involving digital assets (ICDAs)
that are issued on a blockchain or distributed ledger. The proposal is not intended to be
applicable to equity, debt or other types of traditional securities merely issued in digital form.79

ICDA OFFERING DISCLOSURE

An ICDA issuer seeking to offer and sell digital assets to the general public would be required to
file with the SEC an initial disclosure including the following information: (1) Issuer-Related
Disclosures; (2) Investment Contract Disclosures; (3) Digital Asset-Specific Disclosures:

(1) Issuer-Related Disclosure

(Aligned with disclosure requirements in Regulation S-K or AB to elicit comparable but
more appropriately tailored information)

● Security transactional and risk factor information
○ Offering summary (S-K 503)
○ Intended use of proceeds (S-K 504)
○ Determination of offering price (S-K 505)
○ Plan of distribution (S-K 508)
○ Material risks related to the offering (General and Specific) (S-K 105)

● Business description (e.g., S-K 101 + reg AB)
○ Business experience in the digital asset space
○ Information related to management and capitalization
○ Relationships with affiliated entities and other transactional parties (AB)
○ Material roles and responsibilities related to the digital asset, its development

deployment and post-launch supporting activities (AB)
○ Permissible and restricted activities related to the protocol and/or digital assets

(AB)
● Digital asset holder information (including lockups and release schedules, pricing, and

discounts)

79 The term ICDA does not include an asset that provides the holder of the asset with any of the following
rights in a business entity: (i) a debt or equity interest in that entity; (ii) liquidation rights with respect to
that entity; (iii) an entitlement to an interest or dividend payment from that entity; (iv) a profit or revenue
share in that entity solely from the entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of others; or (v) any other
financial interest in that entity. These exclusions are consistent with those set forth in the proposed
Lummis-Gillibrand Responsible Financial Innovation Act.
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○ Issuer digital asset holdings and rights (new)
○ Digital assets authorized for issuance under compensatory digital asset plans

(S-K 201)
○ Digital asset holdings (and rights to digital assets) of management and owners

(or affiliated owner groups) of more than 5% of digital assets (S-K 403)
● Representations and warranties (reg AB)

○ Representations and warranties relating to the digital assets, remedies available
against transactional parties for such reps/warranties, and information on how
any transaction agreements can be modified or amended and/or whether there
are any material claims that other parties may have on the digital assets

● Financial disclosures and MD&A
○ To the extent material to the ICDA investment, issuer financial statements

covering the two most recently completed fiscal years or such shorter period as
the issuer has been in existence (reg S-X)

○ MD&A focused on issuer capital deployed to develop the digital asset and
protocol and/or application over the period covered by the financials (S-K 303)

(2) Investment Contract Disclosure

(Relevant disclosures not specifically elicited by existing rules)

● Description of Investment – Information about the investment opportunity or common
enterprise

○ Initial and ongoing rights and obligations associated with the investment contract
○ How investors could expect profits from the issuer’s managerial efforts
○ Anticipated future development, including features, integrations, functionality, etc.

("Key Milestones")

● Relevant transactional parties – to the extent applicable and material
○ Any entity (other than the issuer) responsible for significant development efforts

related to the digital asset (AB)
○ Key digital asset-related service providers material to the asset or offering

(3) Digital Asset-Specific Disclosures

(Information specific to the operation of the digital asset or protocol)

● Digital Asset Functionality – Commercial and operational information about the digital
asset and the protocol on which it will function

○ Technical description of the digital asset and the protocol on which it will function
(e.g. consensus mechanism, on-chain components, smart contracts, etc.)
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○ Intended and actual functionality of the digital asset and the protocol on which it
will function

○ Calculations underpinning distribution of digital asset rewards, if any, whether
through staking, reallocation of network fees, or some other mechanism

○ Results of any third-party security and code audits completed
○ Risk factors related to the digital asset or protocol on which it will function that

may materially affect the digital asset’s functionality and/or utility

● Digital Asset Economics (“Tokenomics”) – Digital asset supply and distribution
information, pricing, lockups, and release schedules

○ Initial supply and any contemplated or potential changes in digital asset supply
○ Digital assets distributed via consensus mechanism
○ Digital assets distributed to:

■ Issuing entity, sponsor and/or foundation, community, or other

● Schedule Digital Asset (“DA”) – A standardized schedule of common, digital
asset-specific information that is material to understanding the operation of the digital
asset and protocol and/or application in which it functions.80 This information provided
by issuers should be comparable across projects and protocols. See example items
below.

ICDA SECONDARY MARKET DISCLOSURE

ICDA issuers that previously sold ICDAs other than through the ICDA Offering Disclosure
framework would be required to provide an initial disclosure for the ICDAs to be eligible for
trading through an SEC-registered intermediary or platform, including on a National Securities
Exchange, through a broker-dealer on an alternative trading system (ATS), or OTC quotations.

● Information contained in the ICDA Offering Disclosure would satisfy this requirement.
However, an ICDA Secondary Market Disclosure would not need to include the
disclosures listed under the section “Security Transactional Summary and Risk Factors”.

ONGOING DISCLOSURES

Ongoing disclosures should be a part of any ICDA Offering Disclosure or ICDA Secondary
Market Disclosure framework and would be required until the issuer has filed a Closing
Certification. The following disclosures would be required only to the extent they are material to
a continued understanding of the ICDA:

80 These disclosures could be presented on schedule analogous to Schedule AL, used with offerings
conducted pursuant to Regulation AB.
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● Annual updates to the following information from the ICDA Offering Disclosure or ICDA
Secondary Market Disclosure

○ Issuer-Related Disclosures
■ Business description
■ Digital asset holder information
■ Financial disclosures and MD&A

○ Investment Contract Disclosures
■ Progress towards completing Key Milestones anticipated in Investment

Contract Disclosures and any new anticipated milestones
○ Asset-Level Disclosures

■ Results of digital asset audits
■ Digital asset functionality
■ Digital Asset Economics
■ Schedule DA

● Material event reporting
○ Any fundamental change to the digital asset or protocol or any event impacting

the ongoing viability of the project or issuer
■ E.g. hacks, breaches, and other cyber security events; digital asset and/or

protocol mergers; departure of key personnel; material modification to
rights of digital asset holders; issuer change of control

○ This would not require disclosure of routine, ministerial changes (e.g., regular
code updates)

PREEMPTION OF STATE LAW

Offers and sales of ICDAs pursuant to any ICDA Offering Disclosure framework are not subject
to state securities laws registration and qualification requirements.

SUFFICIENCY OF INFORMATION

The initial and ongoing disclosure provided pursuant to any ICDA Offering Disclosure or ICDA
Secondary Market Disclosure framework would satisfy the specified information requirements of
Exchange Act Rule 15c2-11(b) and adequate current public information requirements of
Securities Act Rule 144(c).
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DISCLOSURE RESPONSIBILITY OF ISSUER-AFFILIATED ENTITIES

Consistent with market practice in certain other asset classes (e.g. asset-backed securities), the
issuance of an ICDA may involve one or more affiliated entities. Only one entity would be
responsible for the required disclosures (referred to herein as the “issuer”) and should be the
entity providing the essential ongoing managerial services related to the digital asset and
protocol and/or application. The ICDA issuer may not necessarily be the same legal entity that
mints or distributes the digital asset.

DIGITAL ASSET TRANSFERABILITY AND USE

Nothing in this disclosure framework should be construed as limiting the ability of a holder of a
digital asset purchased in an ICDA transaction to self custody, freely transfer or use the digital
asset for consumptive or other utility purposes.

● The issuer’s contractual reps and warranties related to the digital asset transfer with the
digital asset to subsequent purchasers

CLOSING CERTIFICATION

In the event an ICDA issuer no longer exercises essential managerial functions for or control
over a digital asset, or the digital asset no longer otherwise meets the definition of a security, the
ICDA issuer may file a Closing Certification with the SEC, attesting that such criteria have been
met.

● The Closing Certification would not affect the remedial rights of any party to an ICDA
transaction.

● Consistent with the requirements of Exchange Act Rule 12g-4:
○ An issuer’s duty to file reports with the SEC shall be suspended upon filing of the

Closing Certification
○ The SEC would have 90 days to review and respond to a Closing Certification
○ If Closing Certification is subsequently withdrawn or denied, the issuer would be

required to file all reports which would have been required had the Certification
not been filed
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SCHEDULE DA

(non exhaustive list of potentially applicable Schedule DA disclosures)

Governance and Control
● Identify parties that:

○ Organize and implement protocol features and changes thereto
○ Coordinate social media, marketing, and press relations
○ Can change digital asset supply and/or release schedules
○ Have access to MNPI
○ Own IP rights and affiliation with issuer
○ Are responsible for code audits

● Description of any decentralized governance over the protocol or digital asset
○ Voting eligibility requirements
○ Distribution of voting power
○ Description of what can be controlled by the decentralized governing body

● Protocol development
○ Scope and number of third party contributions to project, including the number of

third party developers and dApps
○ Frequency and number of code contributions in code repository
○ Process for code change implementation
○ Specify ongoing development efforts

Computation
● Number of participants providing hash power to and operating nodes on the protocol

and/or application upon which the digital asset functions
● Measure of computational power (hash rate), including any limit on the number of

transactions that can be verified on a blockchain network in a given block
● Process and eligibility to create How nodes are created and how open access is to node

participation, including estimated costs to operate a node and basis for estimate
● Estimated cost to successfully attack the network and basis for estimate
● Number of blockchain wallet choices available to an end user for purposes of

interactions with the protocol and/or application
● Software licensing information, including whether code base underlying digital asset,

protocol and/or application are published as open source software

Economic considerations
● Insider, affiliates, early contributor digital asset ownership
● Market capitalization and liquidity of digital asset
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● Degree of digital asset in circulation compared to total digital asset supply, digital assets
locked and/or digital assets available for staking

● Description of network transaction fees
● Funding releases or rewards for developers, employees, contributors, etc.
● Efforts for exchange listing(s), market making, airdrops, etc.
● Number and list of known exchanges where digital asset is listed (centralized or

decentralized)

Potential additional information
● Network layers and cross-chain integrations
● Number of network forks
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